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The riders depicted in the photographs herein are experienced 
professionals. Do not attempt to duplicate any stunts or maneuvers 
shown in this catalog. Giant strongly recommends that all riders wear 
helmets and appropriate safety gear while riding any Giant bicycle.

We do it for the love of the ride. We make it our mission to create the 
ultimate cycling experience so that more people, all around the world, 
can discover the joy of cycling. With the world’s most comprehensive 
collection of bikes and gear, we offer everything you need to make 
the most of your ride. So come join the movement, and discover new 
possibilities through cycling. 

DISCOVER NEW 
POSSIBILITIES.
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Every Giant cycling product begins with an idea. An inspiration. The 
origins are humble: sketches on paper, carbon fiber threads, aluminum 
tubes. Yet even from the start, every Giant product begins with one very 
powerful advantage. It’s built by the only major cycling brand that has 
total control every step of the way. We craft our own composite and 
aluminum materials. We pioneer new ways to form, weld, and hand-
build frames. We engineer gear and apparel for specific bikes  
and specific types of riding. 

So whether you’re a pro racer, an aspiring adventurer, or a first-
time rider, our goal is always the same: to build the ultimate cycling 
experience for you. 

It’s been this way since the start. Some of our greatest achievements 
have been creating new ways to bring high-quality bikes to more people 
around the world. We were first to mass-produce lightweight aluminum 
bikes. First to make carbon fiber frames widely available. We invented 
Compact Road Design in the late 1990s, and it’s still the standard for 
performance road bikes like the all-new TCR Advanced SL you see 
conquering high peaks at the Tour de France. Our Maestro Suspension 
off-road bikes have been ridden to victories in XC, enduro and downhill 
races around the world.  

This spirit of innovation goes beyond the bike, too. For the past several 
years we’ve worked hard to develop new high-performance gear to 
enhance the cycling experience. And now, following years of behind-
the-scenes work with engineers, athletes and biomechanical experts 
in their respective fields, we’re introducing exciting new gear, including 
footwear, helmets, wheelsystems and saddles. Some of the new gear 
innovations for 2016 have already been proven at the highest level  
with major race wins by Giant pro riders. 

It begins with great products, but it doesn’t end there. All around  
the world, Giant employees, athletes and retailers play a vital role  
in our mission: creating the ultimate cycling experience for you.

Ride Life. Ride Giant.  

CREATING  
the Ultimate  
Cycling  
Experience.
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With more than 25 years of experience in carbon fiber engineering, plus a long history of rigorous development and 
testing with professional athletes, Giant is the industry leader in composite bicycle technology. To meet the needs 
of high-performance riders, Giant offers two grades: Advanced SL and Advanced composite. Both feature unique 
materials, resin formulas and construction techniques.

CoMax Composite Technology is an all-new frame material from Giant, the world leader in composite engineering. 
With a balanced blend of comfort and light weight, CoMax framesets are built and tuned to deliver a better cycling 
experience for sport and fitness riders.

COMPOSITE  
TECHNOLOGY

advanced sl composite technology

Professional Grade raw carbon fiber is woven in 
Giant’s own composite factory to produce our 
lightest, stiffest and highest-quality frames. This 
is the technology used by Giant’s world champion 
racers in almost every cycling discipline. These 
frames feature the most advanced engineering and 
construction methods including:  

Materials 
1.  Professional Grade raw carbon material for the 

highest stiffness-to-weight-ratio available on the 
market today. 

Resin 
2.  Professional Formula resin with Carbon Nanotube 

Technology (CNT), a microscopic polymer added 
to Giant’s custom blended resin*. Acting like 
miniature buttresses, CNT particles strengthen the 
layers of composite. Frames featuring CNT are  
14 percent more impact resistant than those 
without it. 

Construction Techniques 
3.  Fusion Process: Advanced SL toptubes 

are “grafted” to the seattube using filament 
winding and co-molding. This complex process 
involves hand weaving the toptube and seattube 
together, and then re-molding the area under 
heat and high pressure to unify the junction. 
Fusion produces a lighter, stronger junction than 
traditional molding.

4.  Continuous Fiber Technology: This 
manufacturing process allows Giant to construct 
the front triangle of Advanced SL frames* 
with larger, and therefore fewer, sections of 
composite material. With fewer pieces and 
junctions, the frames are up to 100 grams  
lighter and significantly stronger. 
 
*Found on select 2016 framesets

1
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3
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Composite Grade
Lightweight 
Grade Carbon 
Material and 
Resin

Lightweight 
High Perfor-
mance Grade 
Carbon Mate-
rial and Resin

Lightweight 
Professional 
Grade Carbon 
Material and 
Resin

ModiFied 
Monocoque 
Construction

Fusion Process 
Construction

CNT Resin Tech-
nology

Continuous  
Fiber 
Technology

Giant  
Factory Built

Advanced SL X X X X X X

Advanced X X X

CoMax X X X



advanced composite technology

High Performance Grade raw carbon fiber is used 
to produce custom composite material in Giant’s 
own composite factory. Extremely lightweight, stiff 
and compliant, these handcrafted frames feature the 
following materials and processes: 

Materials 
1.  High Performance Grade raw carbon material for 

a high stiffness-to-weight-ratio.

Resin 
2.  High Performance Formula resin provides a 

high level of void minimization (fewer bubbles) 
while maintaining outstanding strength 
characteristics. Vibration-absorbing particles are 
added to help disperse road shock.

Construction Techniques 
3.  ModiFied Monocoque Construction:  

The front triangle (downtube, headtube, toptube, 
seattube) is assembled and molded as one 
continuous piece. This front half is then joined to 
the rear chainstays and seatstays in a secondary 
process. Modified Monocoque eliminates the 
outermost woven composite sheet to reduce 
weight without compromising ride quality, 
strength or stiffness.

2 1

3

2

1

3

features include:

Materials 
1.  Optimized blend of Performance Grade raw carbon material and 

fiber-reinforced polymer delivers a ride experience that is both 
smooth and efficient. 

Resin 
2.  Performance Formula resin features a high level of void minimization 

(fewer bubbles) while maintaining good strength characteristics. 

Construction Techniques 
3.  ModiFied Monocoque Construction: The front triangle 

(downtube, headtube, toptube, seattube) is assembled and 
molded as one continuous piece. This front half is then joined 
to the rear chainstays and seatstays in a secondary process. 
Modified Monocoque eliminates the outermost woven composite 
sheet to reduce weight without affecting ride quality, strength  
or stiffness.

performance benefits

Increased Comfort 
CoMax framesets offer up to 10 percent better compliance compared 
to aluminum framesets.

Lighter Weight 
CoMax framesets are up to 200 grams lighter than comparable 
aluminum framesets.
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From the manipulation of atomic grain structures to our advanced forming and welding techniques, Giant has been 
at the forefront of aluminum engineering for more than 30 years. Today, ALUXX Aluminum Technology represents the 
pinnacle of alloy performance.

A heritage of craftsmanship combined with unmatched manufacturing capabilities gives Giant the unique ability to 
monitor every step of the aluminum frame-building process. Through our cutting-edge materials science, proprietary 
forming techniques, and attention to detail, we are constantly advancing aluminum performance to create bikes that 
are lighter, stronger and stiffer.

The difference can be felt in the ride. Every aluminum bike bearing the ALUXX Aluminum Technology label must live 
up to the highest standards and meet the tightest tolerances of any aluminum frame in the world.

THE ALUXX ADVANTAGE

Giant’s lightest, state-of-the-art aluminum 
frameset technology featuring our highest 
strength-to-weight ratios, most advanced 
forming methods and unique welding 
techniques. 

Materials
•	 	Features	6011	alloy	for	high-

performance strength-to-weight ratio.

Forming Methods
•	 	State-of-the-art,	microscopic	grain	

manipulation results in the greatest 
strength-to-weight ratio aluminum that 
Giant produces.

•	 	Advanced	butting	process	allows	for	 
20 percent thinner (and lighter) tubes 
than ALUXX SL.

•	 	Features	extensive	fluidforming 
(sophisticated manipulation of tubeset 
shaping via an injection of high-pressure 
fluid) and some pressforming (basic 
manipulation of tubeset shaping via 
direct mechanical pressure).

Welding Techniques
•	 	Features	both	smooth (double-pass 

weld technique with hand-sanding to 
reduce stress risers) and slim (custom-fit 
tube junctures to decrease weld material) 
techniques for minimal weight, maximum 
strength and the cleanest aesthetics.

Extremely lightweight framesets featuring 
high-performance strength-to-weight 
ratios. 

Materials
•	 	Primarily	features	6011	alloy	for	high-

performance strength-to-weight ratio.

Forming Methods
•	 	Double	butting	results	in	lighter	weight	

without sacrificing strength.

•	 	Features	pressforming, Warmforming 
(advanced manipulation of tubeset 
shaping via an injection of high-pressure 
air) and fluidforming in select models.

Welding Techniques
•	 	Features	both	standard (double-pass 

weld technique without finish sanding/
filing) and smooth welding techniques 
for outstanding strength and weight.

  

Lightweight framesets featuring optimized 
strength-to-weight ratios. 

Materials
•	 	6061	alloy	for	optimized	strength-to-

weight ratios.

Forming Methods
•	 	Single	butting	results	in	light	weight	

without sacrificing strength.

•	 Predominantly	features	pressforming.

Welding Techniques
•	 	Predominantly	features	standard and 

some smooth welding techniques for 
optimized strength and weight.

THREE GRADES Of ALUXX  
ALUMINUM TECHNOLOGY:
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1  Feature: Premium 6011 alloy is used throughout the frame

  BeneFit: This high-performance alloy material creates the highest 
strength-to-weight ratio for the lightest, strongest aluminum frames  
that Giant produces.

2  Feature: State-of-the-art, microscopic grain manipulation and 
advanced butting process

  BeneFit: Allows for 20 percent thinner (and lighter) tubes than even  
ALUXX SL, producing unprecedented strength-to-weight.

3  Feature: Extensive FluidForming tube shaping

  BeneFit: High-pressure fluid injected into aluminum tubing creates 
the most complex three-dimensional shapes possible for the most 
sophisticated engineering and aesthetic requirements.

4  Feature: Selective PressForming tube shaping

  BeneFit: Manipulation of tubeset shaping via direct mechanical pressure 
provides simple shaping for clean aesthetics and principle mechanical 
properties.

5  Feature: Smooth welding

  BeneFit: Double pass welding techniques are further refined through 
hand-sanding and polishing to minimize weight and further reduce the 
potential for stress riser failures through the weld.

6  Feature: Slim welding

  BeneFit: Before tubes are welded together, each junction is custom fit to 
ensure maximum closure with extremely tight tolerances. This produces 
the lightest, strongest and best-looking welds.

 
INSIDE ALUXX SLR
Giant’s latest, most innovative aluminum frame technology is created with our most advanced materials, forming methods and welding 
techniques. The result: ALUXX SLR delivers the highest strength-to-weight ratio of any Giant aluminum bicycle. Here are a few of the key 
technical features of this premium aluminum technology:
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I ride paved roads and paths.

Everybody has their own idea about the perfect 
ride. Smooth, endless roads. Rough and rowdy 
trails. A race victory, or a new PR. A family ride in 
the park. With a full lineup of innovative On-Road, 
X-Road and Off-Road bikes, Giant helps you find 
your dream ride, whatever it may be. 

YOUR 
DREAM 
RIDE 
AWAITS.

on-road
where do  
you ride?



I ride a mix of dirt and pavement. I ride singletrack and dirt paths.

x-road off-road



The road is an open invitation to ride. To push yourself to go faster, to 
experience the freedom of commuting by bike, or just to enjoy a weekend 
ride with your family. Whatever your motivation may be, there’s a Giant  
On-Road bike to help make it happen. 

on-road

i ride to compete and to push my limits.

aero race Propel Advanced SL 
 Propel Advanced Pro 
 Propel Advanced 
race TCR Technology  
 TCR Advanced SL  
 TCR Advanced Pro 
 TCR Advanced 
endurance Defy Advanced SL 
 Defy Advanced Pro 
 Defy Advanced 
 Defy  
 SCR  
 

i ride for fitness and freedom.

Fitness FastRoad CoMax  
 FastRoad  
 Rapid  
city Escape RX 
 Escape 
 Seek 
Urben Quick-E 
SPORT city FastCity 

i ride for fun and function.

comfort Cypress 
cruiser Simple 
folding HalfWay 
 ExpressWay 
 FD806 
Recreation Prime E+ 
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    DEFY
LIMITS.

Team Giant-Alpecin rider John Degenkolb made 
history in 2015, winning the Milan-San Remo 

and Paris-Roubaix classics with Giant. 
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Propel Advanced sl
the aero road choice of giant pros liKe marcel Kittel. designed in the Wind-tunnel, 
proven at the tour de france.

 
PROPEL ADVANCED SL 
TEAM
features
 - Advanced SL-Grade Composite frame and fork
 - Shimano Dura-Ace 11-speed groupset
 - Giant Contact SLR carbon Aero handlebar and stem
 - Giant SpeedControl SL brakes w/ Ti hardware
 - Giant SLR 0 Aero WheelSystem, carbon rims
 - Color: Team

 
PROPEL ADVANCED SL 0
features
 - Advanced SL-Grade Composite frame and fork
 - Shimano Dura-Ace Di2 11-speed groupset
 - Giant Contact SLR Aero integrated carbon handlebar/stem
 - Giant SpeedControl SL brakes w/ Ti hardware
 - Giant SLR 0 Aero WheelSystem, carbon rims
 - Color: comp/cyan/white (matt/gloss)



 
PROPEL ADVANCED SL 1
features
 - Advanced SL-Grade Composite frame and fork
 - Shimano Dura-Ace 11-speed groupset
 - Giant Contact SLR composite Aero handlebar and stem
 - Giant SpeedControl SL brakes w/ Ti hardware
 - Giant SLR 0 Aero WheelSystem, carbon rims
 - Color: dark blue/black

 
PROPEL ADVANCED SL 2
features
 - Advanced SL-Grade Composite frame and fork
 - Shimano Ultegra 11-speed groupset
 - Giant Contact SLR carbon stem with Contact SL handlebar
 - Giant SpeedControl SL brakes w/ Ti hardware
 - Giant SLR 1 Aero WheelSystem, carbon rims
 - Color: comp/red/silver

 
PROPEL ADVANCED SL 
fRAMESET
features
 - The world’s fastest aerodynamic road bike
 - Advanced SL-Grade Composite frame
 - Advanced SL-Grade Composite fork with full-composite OverDrive 
2 steerer
 - Integrated seatpost design
 - Giant SpeedControl SL brakes w/ Ti hardware included
 - Color: comp/black/cyan (matt/gloss)
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Propel Advanced pro
built specifically for moments When speed matters most. sprints. solo rides. triathlons. a proven 
Winner in aero road.   built specifically for moments When speed matters most. sprints. solo 
rides. triathlons. a proven Winner in aero road.   

 
PROPEL ADVANCED PRO 0
features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame and fork
 - Shimano Ultegra Di2 11-speed groupset
 - Giant Contact SLR Aero handlebar
 - Giant SpeedControl SL brakes w/ Ti hardware
 - Giant SLR 0 Aero WheelSystem, carbon rims
 - Color: comp/black/cyan (matt/gloss)

 
PROPEL ADVANCED PRO 1
features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame and fork
 - Shimano Ultegra 11-speed groupset
 - Giant Contact SL stem and handlebar
 - Giant SpeedControl SL brakes w/ Ti hardware
 - Giant SLR 1 Aero WheelSystem, carbon rims
 - Color: comp/orange/black

 
PROPEL ADVANCED PRO 2
features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame and fork
 - Shimano 105 11-speed groupset
 - Giant Contact SL stem and handlebar
 - Giant SpeedControl SL brakes w/ Ti hardware
 - Giant SL 1 Aero WheelSystem
 - Color: white/blue/black



Propel Advanced
escape from the pacK, it’s Just you against the Wind. sprints, attacKs or solo rides—find your 
edge With this class-leading aero road biKe.

 
PROPEL ADVANCED PRO 
fRAMESET
features
 - Best in class Aerodynamics
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame
 - Advanced-Grade Composite fork with full-composite OverDrive 2 
steerer
 - Vector Composite seatpost
 - Giant SpeedControl SL brakes w/ Ti hardware included
 - Color: comp/black/cyan (matt/gloss)

 
PROPEL ADVANCED 0
features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame
 - Shimano Ultegra Di2 11-speed groupset
 - Giant SpeedControl brakes
 - Giant SL 1 Aero WheelSystem
 - Color: blue/black/lime

 
PROPEL ADVANCED 1
features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame
 - Shimano Ultegra 11-speed groupset
 - Giant SpeedControl brakes
 - Giant P-A2 30mm aero wheelset
 - Color: comp
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Propel SLR
an eXcellent combination of aero dynamic efficiency and most advance aluminum technology. 

 
PROPEL ADVANCED 2

features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame
 - Shimano 105 11-speed shifting
 - Giant SpeedControl brakes
 - Giant P-A2 30mm aero wheelset
 - Color: comp/white/blue, comp/red/blue

 
PROPEL SLR 1

features
 - Light-weight AluxX SLR Aluminium frame
 - Advanced-Grade Composite fork with OverDrive 2 steerer
 - Shimano Ultegra 11-speed groupset
 - Giant Contact stem and handlebar
 - Giant SL 1 Aero WheelSystem
 - Color: charcoal/black/white

PROPEL ADVANCED 2-E

features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame
 - Shimano 105 11-speed groupset
 - Giant SpeedControl brakes
 - Giant P-A2 30mm aero wheelset
 - Color: comp/white/blue

 
PROPEL SLR 2

features
 - Light-weight AluxX SLR Aluminium frame
 - Advanced-Grade Composite fork with  
OverDrive 2 steerer
 - Shimano 105 11-speed groupset
 - Giant Contact stem and handlebar
 - Giant P-A2 30mm aero wheelset
 - Color: black/yellow/black, cyan/black/white



In the late 1990s Giant pioneered a radical new frame shape to give its professional road racers a competitive edge. 
Driven by a desire to create lighter and faster bikes, Giant’s Compact Road Design changed the look—and the 
performance capabilities—of competitive road bikes forever. 

Now, nearly two decades years later, Compact Road Design is still a standard in performance road bikes including 
the all-new TCR range. For road bikes that are designed to do it all—climb, sprint, and cover long distances—the 
performance of Compact Road still sets the standard.  

The concept is simple: A toptube that slopes downward from the headtube to the seattube reduces the size of the 
front and rear triangles. Smaller triangles create a lighter, stiffer bike.

COMPACT ROAD DESIGN

convenTIonal Frame SIZInG (cm)
49–51
51–54
55–57
57–59
58–60
61–63

rIDer HeIGHT
5' 2" – 5' 4"
5' 4" – 5' 7"
5' 7" – 5' 10"
5' 10" – 6' 0"
6' 0" – 6' 3"
6' 3" – 6' 6"

comPacT roaD Frame SIZe
xS
S
m
m / l
l
xl

COMPACT ROAD SIZING

LIGHTER 
Compact Road’s most distinctive feature, the downward-sloping 
toptube, results in smaller front and rear triangles on the frame. 
Because the triangles are smaller, less material is necessary.  
Less material equals less weight.  

STIFFER 
Picture two triangles made from equal diameter tubing. The smaller, 
more compact triangle uses shorter tubes. The larger triangle 
requires longer tubes. It’s easy to see which is more structurally 
sound—the smaller triangle is stiffer, less susceptible to flexing  
and twisting. And on a performance road frame, stiffer is faster. 

SMOOTHER 
With traditional geometry, builders increase stiffness by using stiffer 
material. That might help you sprint faster but it also makes for a 
less comfortable ride. With Compact Road, Giant engineers are able 
to design frames with just the right amount of vertical compliance. 
You get a smoother, more comfortable ride. 

PERFECT FiT 
Because of the sloping toptube and lower standover height, it’s 
easier for riders of all sizes to get the perfect fit. With greater 
adjustability and up to six sizes per series, even Giant’s most 
demanding pro athletes, riders of all different heights, always  
have a perfect fit with stock-size frames.

WHATEVER THE fRAME MATERIAL, ALUMINUM OR COMPOSITE, COMPACT ROAD DESIGN IMPROVES THE RIDE. HERE’S HOW: 
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TCR Advanced SL
a legendary road performer. superlight, 
stiff and built to Win, it’s the choice of
pros for all-around eXcellence.

 
TCR ADVANCED SL 0
features
 - Advanced SL-Grade Composite frame and fork
 - Shimano Dura-Ace Di2 11-speed groupset
 - Giant Contact SLR composite stem and handlebar
 - Giant SLR 0 WheelSystem, carbon rims
 - Color: comp/cyan/black (matt/gloss)

 
TCR ADVANCED SL 
fRAMESET
features
 - All-new Advanced SL-Grade Composite frame and fork
 - Full-Composite OverDrive 2 steerer
 - Integrated Seatpost design
 - RideSense integrated ANT+ speed/cadence sensor
 - Color: comp/cyan/black (matt/gloss)

 
TCR ADVANCED SL 1

features
 - Advanced SL-Grade Composite frame and fork
 - Shimano Ultegra Di2 11-speed groupset
 - Giant Contact SLR composite stem and handlebar
 - Giant SLR 0 WheelSystem, carbon rims
 - Color: comp/red/orange

TCR ADVANCED SL 2

features
 - Advanced SL-Grade Composite frame and fork
 - Shimano Ultegra 11-speed groupset
 - Giant Contact SL stem and handlebar
 - Giant SLR 1 WheelSystem, carbon rims
 - Color: lime/black/black



TCR Advanced Pro
the steepest climbs, the fastest sprints and everything betWeen. a lightWeight composite all-
rounder, built for total race performance.

 
TCR ADVANCED PRO 0
features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame and fork
 - Shimano Dura-Ace 11-speed groupset
 - Giant Contact SL stem and handlebar
 - Giant SLR 0 WheelSystem, carbon rims
 - Color: comp/black/black (matt/gloss)

 
TCR ADVANCED PRO 1

features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame and fork
 - Shimano Ultegra 11-speed groupset
 - Giant Contact SL stem and handlebar
 - Giant SLR 1 WheelSystem, carbon rims
 - Color: comp/green/cyan (matt/gloss)

 
TCR Advanced Pro 
frameset

features
 - All-new Advanced-Grade Composite frame and fork
 - Full-composite OverDrive 2 steerer
 - Composite Variant seatpost
 - RideSense integrated ANT+ speed/cadence sensor
 - Color: comp/black/black (matt/gloss)



TCR ADVANCED 1
features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame
 - Shimano Ultegra 11-speed groupset
 - Composite Variant seatpost
 - Giant P-R2 wheelset
 - Color: comp/lime/white

 
TCR ADVANCED 2
features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame
 - Shimano 105 11-speed shifting
 - Giant Connect stem and Contact handlebar
 - Giant P-R2 wheelset
 - Color: comp/red/white

 
TCR ADVANCED 3
features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame
 - Shimano Tiagra 10-speed shifting
 - Giant Connect stem and Contact handlebar
 - Giant S-R2 wheelset
 - Color: comp/yellow/white

TCR Advanced
race-Winning efficiency, improved ride quality and legendary geometry. simply put, it’s the 
ultimate all-around race biKe.

20



tcr
from hillclimbs to criteriums, group rides to solo adventures, tcr is a proven all-around road 
performer. 

TCR 0

features
 - Light-weight AluxX Aluminium frame
 - Advanced-Grade composite fork with alloy OverDrive steerer
 - Shimano 105 11-speed shifting
 - Giant Connect composite seatpost
 - Giant P-R2 wheelset
 - Color: blue/white/black

TCR 1

features
 - Light-weight AluxX Aluminium frame
 - Advanced-Grade composite fork with alloy 
OverDrive steerer
 - Shimano Tiagra 10-speed groupset
 - Giant S-R2 wheelset
 - Color: black/red/gray, white/black/lime

tcr slr
the racers’ secret: for everyday performance, the smart money is on this lightWeight aluminum 
rocKetship. 

TCR SLR 1

features
 - Top-end AluxX SLR-Grade triple-butted Aluminium frame
 - Advanced-Grade composite fork with OverDrive steerer
 - Shimano Ultegra 11-speed groupset
 - Vector composite seatpost
 - Giant SL 1 Climbing WheelSystem
 - Color: black/cyan/white

TCR SLR 2
features
 - Top-end AluxX SLR-Grade triple-butted Aluminium frame
 - Advanced-Grade composite fork with OverDrive steerer
 - Shimano 105 11-speed shifting
 - Vector composite seatpost
 - Giant P-R2 wheelset
 - Color: black/charcoal/red



Defy Advanced sl
the pinnacle of endurance road performance. ultra-light, compliant and smooth—for epic days 
and every day.

DEfY ADVANCED SL 0
features
 - Advanced SL-Grade Composite frame and fork
 - Shimano Dura-Ace Di2 11-speed groupset
 - Giant Contact SLR carbon stem and handlebar
 - Shimano R785 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant SLR 0 Disc WheelSystem, carbon rims
 - Color: comp/cyan/white (matt/gloss)

 
DEfY ADVANCED SL 1
features
 - Advanced SL-Grade Composite frame and fork
 - Shimano Ultegra 11-speed groupset
 - Giant Contact SLR carbon stem and handlebar
 - Shimano RS685 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant SLR 0 Disc WheelSystem, carbon rims
 - Color: comp/red/blue
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Defy Advanced pro
lighter, smoother, faster. comfort and control so you can ride longer. no gimmicKs, Just 
advanced engineering.

 
DEfY ADVANCED PRO 2

features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame and fork
 - Shimano Ultegra 11-speed groupset
 - Shimano RS685 hydraulic disc
 - Giant SL 1 Disc wheelSystem
 - Color: metallic blue/black/silver

 
DEfY ADVANCED PRO 1 

features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame and fork
 - Shimano Ultegra Di2 11-speed groupset
 - Shimano R785 hydraulic disc
 - Giant SLR 1 Disc wheelSystem, carbon rims
 - Color: dark silver/black/yellow

DEfY ADVANCED PRO 3

features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame and fork
 - Shimano 105 11-speed groupset
 - Shimano RS505 hydraulic disc
 - Giant SL 1 Disc wheelSystem
 - Color: pearl white/silver/orange

DEfY ADVANCED PRO 0 
features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame and fork
 - Shimano Dura-Ace 11-speed groupset
 - Shimano RS685 hydraulic disc
 - Giant SLR 1 Disc WheelSystem, carbon rims
 - Color: comp/cyan/white (matt/gloss)
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DEfY ADVANCED 2
features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame
 - Shimano 105 11-speed shifting
 - TRP Spyre road disc brake
 - Giant D-Fuse Composite seatpost
 - Giant P-R2 Disc wheelset
 - Color: white/black/blue, comp/lime/white

Defy Advanced
the more comfortable you are in the saddle, the farther you’ll go. faster on the climbs, 
smoother on any road.

DEfY ADVANCED 1

features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame
 - Shimano Ultegra 11-speed groupset
 - TRP Spyre road disc brake
 - Giant D-Fuse Composite seatpost
 - Giant P-R2 Disc wheelset
 - Color: comp/white/white

DEfY ADVANCED 3 

features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame
 - Shimano Tiagra 10-speed groupset
 - TRP Spyre road disc brake
 - Giant D-Fuse Composite seatpost
 - Giant S-R2 Disc wheelset
 - Color: comp/silver/red

DEfY ADVANCED 2-E

features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame
 - Shimano 105 11-speed groupset
 - TRP Spyre road disc brake
 - Giant D-Fuse Composite seatpost
 - Giant P-R2 Disc wheelset
 - Color: white/black/blue



 
DEfY 1 DISC
features
 - Light-weight AluxX SL aluminium disc frame
 - Composite fork with alloy OverDrive steerer
 - Shimano 105 11-speed shifting
 - D-Fuse composite seatpost
 - TRP Spyre road disc brake
 - Color: blue/black/white

 
DEfY 2 DISC
features
 - Light-weight AluxX SL aluminium disc frame
 - Composite fork with alloy OverDrive steerer
 - Shimano 105 11-speed shifting
 - D-Fuse composite seatpost
 - TRP Spyre road disc brake
 - Color: blue/black/white

Defy Disc
this smooth riding road performer gets an added control boost With all-neW  
disc braKe technology. it’s a versatile choice for everyday road rides or long WeeKend epics.
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DEfY 1 

features
 - Light-weight AluxX SL Aluminium frame
 - Composite fork with alloy OverDrive steerer
 - Shimano 105 11-speed shifting
 - D-Fuse composite seatpost
 - Giant P-R2 wheelset
 - Color: silver/black/white

 
DEfY 3 

features
 - Light-weight AluxX Aluminium frame
 - Composite fork with alloy OverDrive steerer
 - Shimano Sora 9-speed shifting
 - Giant S-R2 wheelset
 - Color: black/white/lime, white/red/black

DEfY 2 

features
 - Light-weight AluxX SL Aluminium frame
 - Composite fork with alloy OverDrive steerer
 - Shimano Tiagra 10-speed groupset
 - D-Fuse composite seatpost
 - Color: dark blue/black/silver

 
DEfY 5 

features
 - Light-weight AluxX Aluminium frame
 - Aluminium fork with OverDrive steerer
 - Shimano Claris 8-speed shifting
 - Giant S-R2 wheelset
 - Color: black/white, black/red/silver

Defy 
a light and lively aluminum feel, With engineered compliance to Keep you going strong.

gei - blacK/White/lime only gei - blacK/White only



SCR
start your road biKe cycling eXperience on scr. a smart miX of fast, fun and affordability are 
built into each frame, offering the aspiring on-roader the speed and enJoyment of a road biKe.

 
SCR 1
features
 - AluxX Aluminium frame
 - Shimano Sora 9-speed drivetrain
 - Alloy high-profile rims
 - Tektro TK-R313 brakes
 - Color: black/cyan, white/green

v

 
SCR 2
features
 - AluxX Aluminium frame
 - Shimano Claris 8-speed drivetrain
 - Prowheel Ounce 50/34 compact crankset
 - Tektro TK-R313 brakes
 - Color: white/red, black/white

 
SCR-ff
features
 - AluxX Aluminium frame
 - Color: black/pink, white/orange

gei - blacK/cyan only

gei - White/red only



fastRoad CoMax
smooth, effortless commuting or fast, comfortable fitness rides. this sporty neW composite 
road biKe does it all. 

fastRoad SLR
a fast and sleeK road biKe at heart, With added comfort and everyday versatility. performance 
made easy.

 
 fASTROAD COMAX 1 

features
 - CoMax composite frame with composite fork
 - Shimano 105 22-speed drivetrain w/ flatbar shifters
 - Giant D-Fuse Composite seatpost
 - Shimano M395 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant P-R2 Disc wheelset
 - Color: comp/red

 
 fASTROAD SLR 1 

features
 - AluxX SLR-Grade Aluminium frame 
 - Composite OverDrive fork
 - Shimano Tiagra 20-speed shifting
 - Giant D-Fuse Composite seatpost
 - Tektro HD-M290 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant S-R2 Disc wheelset
 - Color: black

 
 fASTROAD COMAX 2

features
 - CoMax composite frame with composite fork
 - Shimano Tiagra 20-speed shifting
 - Giant D-Fuse Composite seatpost
 - Tektro HD-M290 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant S-R2 Disc wheelset
 - Color: comp/blue

 
 fASTROAD SLR 2

features
 - AluxX SLR-Grade Aluminium frame 
 - Composite OverDrive fork
 - Shimano Sora 27-speed shifting
 - Giant D-Fuse Composite seatpost
 - Tektro mechanical disc brakes
 - Giant S-R2 Disc wheelset
 - Color: blue
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RAPID
get fit fast . the smooth efficiency of a road biKe With the added comfort and control of a flat 
handlebar.

RAPID 0 
features
 - AluxX SL-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Advanced-Grade composite fork
 - Shimano 105 22-speed shifting
 - Shimano M395 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant P-R2 Disc wheelset
 - Color: charcoal

RAPID 1
features
 - AluxX SL-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Advanced-Grade composite fork
 - Shimano Tiagra 20-speed shifting
 - Giant Connect composite seatpost
 - Tektro HD-M290 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Color: slate gray

RAPID 2
features
 - AluxX SL-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Advanced-Grade composite fork
 - Shimano Sora 27-speed shifting
 - Tektro MD-C400 mechanical disc brakes
 - Giant S-R2 Disc wheelset
 - Color: black
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ESCAPE 1

features
 - AluxX Aluminium frame with light-weight composite fork
 - Shimano 27-speed shifting w/ Alivio rear derailleur
 - Tektro linear-pull brakes
 - Giant S-X2 Puncture Protect tires
 - Color: black

 
ESCAPE 2 CITY

features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame and fork
 - SRAM VIA 24-speed drivetrain
 - Giant S-X3 Puncture Protect tires
 - Fenders and rear carrier
 - Color: gray

 
ESCAPE 2

features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame and fork
 - Shimano 24-speed shifting
 - Tektro linear-pull brakes
 - Giant S-X3 Puncture Protect tires
 - Color: metallic blue/orange

 
ESCAPE 3

features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Shimano 21-speed drivetrain
 - Tektro linear-pull brakes
 - Giant S-X3 Puncture Protect tires
 - Color: black, charcoal/red

Escape
ride to WorK, ride for fitness, ride purely for fun. Whatever route you choose, enJoy the Journey 
With escape.



SEEK
hit the streets With this smooth, stylish city biKe. quicK and comfortable, With a bit of urban 
attitude.

 
SEEK 3
features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Shimano 24-speed drivetrain
 - Tektro MD-M300 disc brakes
 - Schwalbe Big Apple 700x50 tires
 - Color: grey

ESCAPE 2 CITY-WEST

features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame and fork
 - Shimano 24-speed shifting
 - Giant S-X3 Puncture Protect tires
 - Fenders and rear carrier
 - Color: dark blue

ESCAPE 3-WEST

features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Shimano 21-speed drivetrain
 - Tektro linear-pull brakes
 - Giant S-X3 Puncture Protect tires
 - Color: black



QUICK-E+ 45

features
 - AluxX SL Aluminium frame and fork
 - Shimano Deore/XT 2x10 speed shifting
 - Highest motor torque
 - Giant EnergyPak 500, 500 Wh battery
 - Battery integration provides more stable and protected position of the battery
 - Provides support up to 45km/h
 - Color: fighter grey

fASTCITY RS 1 GTS

features
 - Light-weight AluxX aluminium disc frame
 - Carbon front fork
 - Shimano Deore 30-speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M395 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Curana C-Lite fenders, aluminium carrier
 - Color: grey/lime

QUICK-E+ 25

features
 - AluxX SL Aluminium frame and fork
 - Shimano Deore/Acera 2x9 speed shifting
 - Highest motor torque
 - Giant EnergyPak 400, 400 Wh battery
 - Battery integration provides more stable and protected position of the battery
 - Provides support up to 25km/h
 - Color: fighter grey

fASTCITY RS 2 GTS

features
 - Light-weight AluxX aluminium disc frame
 - Carbon front fork
 - Shimano Alivio 27-speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M355 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Curana C-Lite fenders, aluminium carrier
 - Color: graphite/orange

URBAN Quick-E+ 
state-of-the-art design for the urban dWeller Who Wants to travel fast.
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fastCity RS
so smooth, so efficient, it feels liKe flying. a sleeK road biKe meets flat-bar positioning. super 
versatile, super fun.



Cypress
a fun and comfortable Way to get out for a spin. hit the biKe path, or cruise to the coffee shop. 
cypress maKes it easy.

CYPRESS

features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Shimano 7-speed drivetrain with twist shifter
 - Adjustable alloy stem
 - Alloy direct-pull brakes
 - Double-density saddle for added comfort
 - Color: black

  
CYPRESS DX

features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Shimano 24-speed drivetrain
 - SR Suntour suspension fork
 - Adjustable alloy stem
 - Double-density saddle for added comfort
 - Color: dark gray, navy blue

  
SIMPLE SINGLE

features
 - AluxX Aluminium frame
 - Coaster brake
 - Double-density saddle for added comfort
 - Aluminium hubs and rims with stainless spokes
 - CST Cruiser tires
 - Color: blue, black

 
SIMPLE THREE

features
 - AluxX Aluminium frame
 - Shimano 3-speed internal hub gear
 - Double-density saddle for added comfort
 - Aluminium rims with stainless steel spokes
 - Carrier and fender equipped
 - Color: red, green

Simple
relaX, KicK bacK, and go for a spin. simple blends classic beach cruiser design With a modern vibe.

gi - navy blue only

gi - blue only gei - red only
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fOLDING
pacK it doWn and store it in a closet or on the train. then easily 
unfold it and ride for fitness and fun.

 
HALfWAY

features
 - AluxX aluminium monostay frame 
and fork for compact folding
 - 7-speed Shimano drivetrain
 - 20 inch aluminium rims
 - Folding pedals
 - Kickstand included
 - Color: white, red, blue

 
EXPRESSWAY 1

features
 - AluxX aluminium folding frame with Cr-Mo fork
 - Shimano 8-speed shifting
 - 20 inch aluminium rims
 - Carrier, fenders and kickstand
 - Carry bag included
 - Color: gray

gei - White only

 
EXPRESSWAY 2

features
 - AluxX aluminium folding frame with Cr-Mo fork
 - Shimano Tourney 7-speed shifting
 - Kickstand and folding pedals
 - Carry bag included
 - 20 inch aluminium rims
 - Color: black (matt/gloss), white

 
fD806

features
 - Compact AluxX aluminium folding 
frame
 - Shimano Tourney 6-speed shifting
 - Fenders and rear carrier
 - Kickstand and folding pedals
 - Color: red, blue, yellow

gei - blacK (matt /gloss) only gei - red , blue only

image not 
available



Prime E+
classic city biKe style With a boost of speed and efficiency.

PRIME E+ 0 DI2 LDS
features
 - Comfort SyncDrive 60Nm central motor, powered by YAMAHA
 - 500Wh battery pack for longest range
 - Shimano Nexus Di2 electronic 8-speed shifting
 - Shimano hydraulic disc brakes
 - Monoshock OD2 suspension fork
 - Color: Black (matte/gloss)

PRIME E+ 2 DISC LDS
features
 - Comfort SyncDrive 60Nm central motor, powered by YAMAHA
 - 400Wh battery pack for longer range
 - Shimano Deore 10 speed drivetrain
 - Shimano hydraulic disc brakes
 - Color: Magnesium
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Ease-E+

PRIME E+ 3 DISC LDS
features
 - Comfort SyncDrive 60Nm central motor, powered by YAMAHA
 - 300Wh battery pack for upto 120km of range
 - Shimano 9 speed drivetrain
 - Hydraulic disc brakes
 - Monoshock OD2 suspension fork
 - Color: Titan Silver

EASE-E+
features
 - SyncDrive F 30Nm, smootth and powerfull silent clutch front hub 
motor
 - PedalPlus RPM sensor technology with power booster 
 - EnergyPak 300 lithium-ion battery
 - Shimano 8-speed shifting w/ RevoShift twist shifter
 - Selle Royal comfort saddle
 - Linear-pull brakes 
 - Color: Metallic Antracite

PRIME E+ 3 DISC GTS
features
 - Comfort SyncDrive 60Nm central motor, powered by YAMAHA
 - 300Wh battery pack for upto 120km of range
 - Shimano 9 speed drivetrain
 - Hydraulic disc brakes
 - Monoshock OD2 suspension fork
 - Color: Titan Silver



Unlimited possibilities. That’s the idea behind 
Giant X-Road bikes. Designed to tackle roads, 
gravel or dirt, these versatile machines include 
race-ready cyclocross bikes, gravel road 
explorers, and smooth, stable recreational 
bikes for everyday adventures.

x-road

i ride for speed, in all conditions.

cyclocross TCX Advanced Pro 
 TCX SLR  
endurance Revolt 

i ride for adventure.

adventure AnyRoad CoMax  
 AnyRoad 
 ToughRoad SLR 
 Roam 

i ride for recreation.

comfort ATX  
Trekking Explore E+ 
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tcx Advanced pro
it made history as the first ’cross biKe With disc braKes to Win a World cup. and that’s Just part of 
the story.

tcx SLR
cyclocross performance for purists. the crisp ride of superlight aluminum, plus the sWeet 
simplicity of a singlespeed.

TCX SLR 1

features
 - AluxX SLR-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Shimano 105/Ultegra 11-speed shifting
 - Shimano RS500 36/46 crankset
 - Giant D-Fuse SL Composite seatpost
 - TRP Spyre disc brakes
 - Giant P-X2 wheelset w/ 15mm front thru-axle
 - Color: black/green

TCX ADVANCED PRO 1 

features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame and fork
 - Shimano Ultegra Di2 11-speed shifting
 - Rotor 3DF crankset w/ 30mm axle
 - Giant D-Fuse SL Composite seatpost
 - Shimano RS785 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant CXR 1 WheelSystem with front and rear thru-axle
 - Color: comp/white

TCX ADVANCED PRO 2

features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame and fork
 - Shimano 105 11-speed shifting
 - FSA Gossamer Cross, 36/46 crankset
 - Giant D-Fuse SL Composite seatpost
 - •Shimano	RS505	hydraulic	disc	brakes
 - Giant P-X2 wheelset with front and rear thru-axle
 - Color: comp/silver

 
TCX SLR 2
features
 - AluxX SLR-Grade Aluminum frame
 - Shimano 105 11-speed groupset
 - FSA Omega, 36/46 crankset
 - Giant D-Fuse SL Composite seatpost
 - TRP Spyre disc brakes
 - Giant S-X2 wheelset
 - Color: black/white



Anyroad CoMax
some roads are smooth, some are rough. With anyroad comaX, you’re ready for anything.

REVOLT 1
features
 - AluxX SL-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Advanced-Grade Composite fork
 - Shimano Tiagra 10-speed groupset
 - TRP Spyre Disc brakes
 - •Giant	P-X2	Disc	Wheelset
 - Color: dark blue

REVOLT 2
features
 - AluxX SL-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Advanced-Grade Composite fork
 - Shimano Sora 9-speed drivetrain
 - TRP Spyre Disc brakes
 - Giant S-X2 Disc Wheelset
 - Color: charcoal

 
ANYROAD COMAX
features
 - Giant CoMax composite frame
 - Shimano 105 11-speed groupset
 - Shimano 105 crankset, 34/50
 - TRP Spyre disc brakes
 - Giant P-X2 Wheelset
 - Color: charcoal

revolt
pedal into the unKnoWn, and Just Keep going. ride farther on road, gravel or dirt With the 
adventurous revolt.
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ToughRoad SLR
it’s more than Just capable on pavement or dirt. it’s also quicK and nimble.  
fly through city streets, then go off-road to eXplore. all in one ride, on one smooth machine.

 
TOUGHROAD SLR 1

features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Sram X7/GX 2x10 speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M396 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant S-X2 Wheelset
 - Front & rear rack equipped
 - Color: black/red

 
TOUGHROAD SLR 2

features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Shimano Acera/Alivio 27-speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M355 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant S-X2 wheelset
 - Color: navy blue/green

Anyroad
a neW Way to discover adventure and fitness. designed for versatility and comfort, anyroad is an 
invitation to ride.

 
ANYROAD 1

features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - ShimanoTiagra 10-speed groupset
 - Shimano Tiagra crankset, 34/50
 - Sram BB5 disc brakes
 - Giant S-X2 Wheelset
 - Color: dark blue

 
ANYROAD 2

features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Shimano Sora 9-speed groupset
 - Shimano FC-R453 30/39/50 crankset
 - Sram BB5 disc brakes
 - Giant CR70 disc wheelset
 - Color: black, white



Roam XR
the rugged, confident feel of a 
mountain biKe. the smooth efficiency of 
a road biKe. roam Xr gives you both.

ROAM XR 1

features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - SR Suntour NCX-D RL suspension fork with remote lockout
 - Shimano Deore/XT 30-speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M446 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant P-RX2 40mm Puncture-Protect tire
 - Color: black (matt/gloss)

ROAM 0 DISC

features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - SR Suntour NCX-D LO disc suspension fork w/ lockout
 - Shimano Deore 30-speed groupset
 - Shimano M395 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant P-SLX2 40mm X-Road tire
 - Color: gray

Roam
gracefully roll through rough city 
streets, or into the Woods on a quiet dirt 
path. either Way, you’re ready With roam. 

 
ROAM 1 DISC

features
 - SR Suntour NEX HLO suspension fork w/ hydraulic lockout
 - Shimano Deore 30-speed groupset
 - Shimano M355 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant CR70 aluminium double-wall rims
 - Color: black

 
ROAM 2 DISC

features
 - SR Suntour NEX HLO suspension fork w/ lockout
 - Shimano Altus/Acera 27-speed drivetrain
 - Tektro HDM290 disc brakes
 - Giant CR70 aluminium double-wall rims
 - Color: slate gray
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ROAM 3 DISC

features
 - SR Suntour NEX 4110 MLO suspension fork w/ lockout
 - Shimano 24-speed drivetrain
 - Tektro Novela Mechanical Disc brakes
 - Giant CR70 aluminium double-wall rims
 - Giant S-RX4 40mm tires
 - Color: black (matt/gloss)

 
ROAM 3

features
 - SR Suntour NEX suspension
 - Shimano 24-speed drivetrain w/ Acera rear derailleur
 - Alloy linear-pull brakes
 - Giant GX02 wheelset
 - Giant S-RX4 40mm X-Road tires
 - Color: black

ATX 27.5
venture farther. go ahead, point atX 27.5 into the unKnoWn and pedal on.

 
ATX 27.5 1
features
 - SR Suntour XCT 27.5” HLO fork w/ lockout
 - Shimano Tourney/Altus 24-speed drivetrain
 - Tektro M280 brakes
 - Giant CR70 aluminium double-wall rims
 - Color: white, charcoal

gei-charcoal only

ATX 27.5 2
features
 - SR Suntour XCT 27.5” lockout
 - Shimano Tourney 21-speed drivetrain
 - Tektro M280 brakes
 - Giant CR70 aluminium double-wall rims
 - Color: black/red, black/blue, yellow

gei - blacK/red, blacK/blue



ATX 27.5
venture farther. go ahead, point atX 27.5 into the unKnoWn and pedal on.

ATX 27.5-fR
features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminum
 - Color: black/orange, black/lime green

SNAP
a great miX of miX of crossover, fun and affordability are built into each frame, snap a nice 
platform for cross road rider.

 
SNAP 24
features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminum
 - Shimano Tourney/Altus drivetrain
 - SR Suntour XCT fork
 - Tekro TK832 brakes
 - Color: red/yellow, gray/orange

 
SNAP 21
features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminum
 - Shimano Tourney drivetrain
 - Suspension fork
 - Tekro TK832 brakes
 - Color: orange/black, black/yellow



Explore E+
from the city to the country, a perfect blend of elegance and adventure.

EXPLORE E+ 1 GTS

features
 - Comfort SyncDrive 60Nm central motor, powered by YAMAHA
 - 400Wh battery pack for longer range
 - Shimano Deore 9-speed drivetrain
 - Hydraulic disc brakes
 - Color: red/black

EXPLORE E+ XC GTS

features
 - Comfort SyncDrive 60Nm central motor, powered by YAMAHA
 - 400Wh battery pack for longer range
 - Shimano Deore 9-speed drivetrain
 - Hydraulic disc brakes
 - Color: black/blue/lime

EXPLORE E+ 1 STA

features
 - Comfort SyncDrive 60Nm central motor, powered by YAMAHA
 - 400Wh battery pack for longer range
 - Shimano Deore 9-speed drivetrain
 - Hydraulic disc brakes
 - Color: red/black

EXPLORE E+ XC STA

features
 - Comfort SyncDrive 60Nm central motor, powered by YAMAHA
 - 400Wh battery pack for longer range
 - Shimano Deore 9-speed drivetrain
 - Hydraulic disc brakes
 - Color: black/indigo/red
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When the road ends, the fun begins. From smooth, fast trails 
in the park to backcountry epics with rocks, roots and white-
knuckle descents. Giant Off-Road bikes give you the technology 
and performance to make the most of all your adventures in dirt. 

off-road

i ride to tame every type of terrain.

race/xc XtC Advanced SL 27.5  
 XtC Advanced 27.5  
 XtC Advanced 29er 
 XtC SLR 
 Anthem X Advanced 29er  
 Anthem X 29er 
 Anthem Advanced 27.5 
 Anthem 27.5  
TRAIL/ENDURO Stance 27.5  
 Trance Advanced 27.5  
 Trance 27.5  
 Reign Advanced 27.5   
 Reign 27.5  
Gravity Glory Advanced 27.5 
 Glory 27.5 

i ride to eXplore parKs and trails.

XC Talon 27.5  
 Talon 29er  

i ride off the beaten path.

recreation ATX 27.5  
 Revel 29er 
 Revel 
Urben Snap 
recreation Full-E+ -  
 Dirt-E+ -  
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The off-road world has three wheel sizes from which to choose. Through extensive research and ride testing, Giant 
has thoroughly analyzed how each size performs under different riding styles and in varying conditions. Our findings 
show that mountain bikes with 27.5-inch wheels deliver superior performance without the compromises of 26 or 
29-inch-wheel bikes. So to create the best riding experience, Giant has again expanded its comprehensive lineup of 
27.5 off-road bikes for 2016.

GIANT 27.5 
RIDE WITHOUT LIMITS 

There is a common misconception that the performance of 27.5 technology sits squarely in the middle between 26 
and 29. But as our data reveals, 27.5 actually displays some of the best characteristics of 26 and 29—and it never 
measures out exactly in the middle. 

When it comes to weight, 27.5 performs more like 26—it’s light and agile. And for efficiency and control, it 
outperforms 29. Rather than introduce a single 27.5 model, as some of our competitors have, Giant continues its 
commitment to this superior technology in being the first brand to offer a complete 27.5 off-road lineup.

Here’s why:

Lighter Weight 
•			27.5-inch	wheels	are	only	5	percent	heavier	than	26-inch.	By	comparison,	29-inch	wheels	are	12	percent	

heavier than 26-inch.
•		Overall	weights	of	27.5	bikes	also	trend	closer	to	26	than	heavier	29	versions	of	the	same	bikes.
 
More EFFiCIENT
•		27.5	wheels	accelerate	much	like	26,	outperforming	the	more	sluggish	feel	of	29-inch	wheels.	
•			27.5	wheels	roll	over	obstacles	with	much	more	control	than	26.	That	translates	into	more	efficient	

cornering, acceleration and braking capabilities.
 
Better Control
•			The	larger	the	diameter	of	a	wheel,	the	greater	the	contact	patch	of	the	tire.	A	larger	contact	patch	results	

in better traction—which improves acceleration, deceleration and cornering. 27.5 wheels provide a contact 
patch that is similar to 29-inch wheels. 

•			The	larger	the	wheel,	the	larger	the	frame	dimensions	must	be—and	that	leads	to	unwanted	flex.	A	flexing	
frame causes sloppy handling and slower acceleration under heavy power. A 27.5 frame flexes less than a  
29 frame, resulting in better control.

1

2

3

 
WHY 27.5?

27.5 TECHNOLOGY:  
THREE REASONS TO BELIEVE
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three 
REASONS DEfINED

Every rider experiences two types of weight affecting their ride: overall bike weight and rotational wheel weight. 
Here’s a closer look at these two forces and how different wheel sizes alter the dynamics of your ride:

Overall Bike Weight 
Compare the weights of identically equipped bikes with different wheel sizes and you’ll see substantial weight 
differences. As expected, the 26-inch-wheel bike is somewhat lighter than the 27.5, and substantially lighter than 
the 29 (up to 2 pounds of overall bike weight savings from 29 to 27.5). Every gram saved helps you ride faster.
 
Wheel/Tire Weight
The overall weight of a 27.5 wheelset (wheel, tire and inner tube) is only 5 percent greater than that of an identically 
built 26-inch wheelset. Compare this to the 12 percent increase of a 29-inch wheelset and you can see how a 
seemingly small increase in diameter results in substantial weight gain—and poorer performance when climbing or 
accelerating.

 
1. WEIGHT
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Rollover 
Increased wheel diameter decreases the angle of attack (the angle in which a round object intersects a square 
object). This is a good thing. A 29-inch wheel rolls over a 6-centimeter square-edge obstacle 14 percent more 
efficiently than a 26-inch wheel does. In comparison, a 27.5-inch wheel rolls over the same obstacle 9.8 percent 
more efficiently than a 26-inch wheel does. 

Another way to analyze angle of attack is the degree of impact—where 26-inch equals X degree, 27.5 equals 
X-4 degrees and 29 equals X-6 degrees. Again, a shallower angle is better—so 29-inch takes the win, with 27.5 
exhibiting nearly the same performance but without the weight penalty.

 
2. EffICIENCY 

Acceleration 
Arguably the most important benefit of 27.5 over 29 is quicker acceleration. This is the “snap” that a rider feels 
when they push hard on the pedals. It is affected not just by overall static weight but also where the weight is 
distributed throughout the wheel. The farther the weight is from the center of the hub, the slower the acceleration. 

So a similarly constructed 1,000-gram 29-inch wheel is slower to accelerate than a 1,000-gram 26-inch wheel—
because the larger diameter rim and longer spokes place weight farther from the hub. The key to snappy 
acceleration is minimizing the weight of the outermost components (rim, nipples, spokes, tire, tube). As you can 
see, a 27.5 wheel is only 1.5 percent slower to accelerate than a similarly constructed 26-inch wheel, but a 29-inch 
wheel is 3.6 percent slower than a similarly constructed 26-inch wheel.
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Traction 
The larger the diameter of a wheel, the greater the contact patch of the tire. A larger contact patch results in better 
traction, which leads to improved acceleration, deceleration and cornering. As you can see below, a 27.5 wheel 
has a similar contact patch to the 29.

Frame Stiffness 
Lateral (side-to-side) frame stiffness can be affected by wheel size. To accommodate larger wheels, frame 
dimensions must be elongated. Therefore, a size medium 29-inch wheel frame has more lateral flex (bottom 
bracket and headtube) than a size medium 27.5 or 26-inch wheel frameset. Additional flex compromises handling 
under heavy pedaling or sharp cornering.

Frame Geometry 
The larger the wheel, the more difficult it is to optimize geometry, especially on smaller frames. As the frame size 
decreases, headtube heights become higher (in relation to saddle height). On 26 or 27.5 frames, it’s less of a 
problem, but geometry limitations can affect smaller 29-inch-wheel frames.

Learn More at giant-bicycles.com/27.5

 
3. CONTROL 
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Whatever off-road adventures you seek, Giant’s Maestro 
Suspension helps you make the most of your efforts. 
Control, traction, comfort, speed — you get more of 
everything with Maestro.

From fast and efficient 4-inch-travel XC bikes to full 8-inch 
DH setups, Maestro is an adaptable full-suspension 
platform that offers smooth, active rear suspension for 
any type of trail and all kinds of terrain.

MAESTRO 
SUSPENSION 
TECHNOLOGY

THREE CORE BENEFiTS SET MAESTRO SUSPENSION TECHNOLOGY APART: 

PEDALING EFFiCIENCY  
 Whether you’re sprinting up a climb or pedaling through a rock garden, Maestro Suspension performs 
consistently under pedaling power and doesn’t affect your pedaling efficiency.
 
COMPLETE SUSPENSION ACTIVITY
From high-frequency trail vibrations to heavy-hitting compressions, Maestro Suspension soaks up the full 
spectrum of trail impacts.
 
TOTAL BRAKE INDEPENDENCE
Even under full braking force, Maestro Suspension remains active and reactive.
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3

1

1  CONTACT EQUALS CONTROL
 

  Features: Maestro’s linear spring curve allows the rear suspension to remain incredibly sensitive to both small and big impacts—while 
never “packing up” under rapid, successive hits or bottoming out under single, massive blows. The secret to the system is Maestro’s 
floating pivot point, which allows the suspension to remain completely active, efficient and independent under spirited pedaling and heavy 
braking forces. 

   BeneFit: The better the contact with the ground, the more you’re in control of your ride. And the more sensitive your suspension is, the 
better your acceleration, braking and cornering traction.

2 FOUR, TWO, ONE
  

  Features: Maestro utilizes four strategically positioned pivot points (identified as the four red dots) and two linkages that all work to create 
a single floating pivot point (identified as the red circle).

  BeneFit: This single floating pivot point improves pedaling efficiency by counteracting pedaling forces that would otherwise create 
suspension compression (squatting) or pedal kickback (bobbing). Both seriously hinder performance by sapping energy from you and your 
bike.

3 LIGHT AND STRONG
  

  Features: Select Maestro-equipped frames feature lightweight designs (such as the co-pivot shock linkage design shown here) to shed 
hundreds of grams of unnecessary weight without sacrificing stiffness or strength.

  BeneFit: Lighter is faster—up or down the trail.

 
how it works
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XtC Advanced SL 27.5
superlight and ultra efficient on the trail. designed to help giant pro Xc racers aim for World 
cup podiums. 

 
XTC ADVANCED SL 27.5 0
features
 - Light-weight Advanced SL-Grade Composite frame
 - Fox 32 Float Factory iRD, Kashima, 100mm fork with Electronic 
lockout
 - Shimano XTR Di2 1x11 drivetrain
 - PRO Tharsis stem & handlebar
 - Shimano XTR disc brakes
 - Giant XCR 0 Composite 27.5 WheelSystem
 - Color: comp (gloss/matt)

 
XTC ADVANCED SL 27.5 1
features
 - Advanced SL-Grade Composite frame
 - RockShox SID RL 100mm fork with PushLoc remote lockout
 - SRAM X01 1x11 drivetrain
 - Giant Contact SLR composite handlebar and Giant Contact 
composite seatpost 
 - SRAM Guide RS disc brakes
 - Giant XCR 1 Composite 27.5 WheelSystem
 - Color: lime/black

 
XTC ADVANCED SL 27.5 
fRAME
features
•	Light-weight Advanced SL-Grade Composite frame
•	Integrated seatpost clamp design
•	Integrated rear disc tab
•	142/135mm convertible dropouts
•	Color: comp (gloss/matt)



XTC Advanced 27.5
taKe your Xc abilities up a notch. hammer up climbs, rail through corners, feel total control on 
every descent.

 
XTC ADVANCED 27.5 1

features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame
 - Fox 32 Float Performance Elite 100mm fork with remote lockout
 - Shimano XT 2x11 speed drivetrain
 - Giant Contact Composite seatpost
 - Shimano XT disc brakes
 - Giant XCR 1 Composite 27.5 WheelSystem
 - Colors: comp (gloss/matt)

XTC ADVANCED 27.5 1.5 LTD

features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame
 - Fox 32 Float Performance FIT 4 100mm fork with remote lockout
 - Shimano XT 2x11 speed drivetrain
 - Giant Contact Composite seatpost
 - Shimano XT disc brakes
 - Giant XCR 1 Composite 27.5 WheelSystem
 - Colors: dark blue/orange

 
XTC ADVANCED 27.5 2

features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame
 - Fox 32 Float Performance 100mm fork with remote lockout
 - Shimano SLX/XT 2x10 speed drivetrain
 - Giant Connect componentry
 - Shimano SLX hydraulic disc brakes
 - Schwalbe Racing Ralph Performance folding tires
 - Colors: comp/red

 
XTC Advanced 27.5 3

features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame
 - Rock Shox 30 Gold TK Solo Air 100mm fork 
 - Shimano Deore/SLX 2x10 speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M395 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Schwalbe Racing Ralph Performance folding tires
 - Colors: comp/yellow
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XtC Advanced 29er
an advanced composite frame With confident 29er handling. it’s the perfect combo for fast Xc 
riding or racing.

 
XTC ADVANCED 29ER 1
features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame
 - Fox 32 Float Performance 100mm fork with 15mm thru-axle
 - Shimano XT 2x11 speed drivetrain
 - Giant Contact Composite seatpost
 - Shimano XT hydraulic disc brakes
 - Schwalbe Racing Ralph Performance folding tires
 - Color: comp/green (matt/gloss)

 

 
XTC ADVANCED 29ER 2
features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame
 - RockShox Recon Gold 100mm fork with 15mm thru-axle
 - Shimano Deore/XT 2x10 speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M395 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Schwalbe Racing Ralph Performance folding tires
 - Color: comp/white (matt/gloss)

XTC ADVANCED 29ER 2 LTD
features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame
 - Rockshox Recon Silver TK Solo Air 100mm fork with PopLoc 
remote lockout
 - Shimano XT 2x11 speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M396 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Schwalbe Racing Ralph folding tires
 - Color: comp/white (matt/gloss)



XTC SLR 27.5
quicK, agile, in tune With the trail. classic hardtail handling With the added control of 27.5 
Wheels.

 
XTC SLR 27.5 1 PLUS

features
 - AluxX SLR-Grade Aluminum frame
 - Fox 32 RL Performance 100mm fork with remote lockout
 - Shimano XT 2x11 speed drivetrain
 - Shimano XT hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant XCR 1 Composite 27.5 Wheelsystem
 - Maxxlite M340 Fold folding tires
 - Color: black/gold

XTC SLR 27.5 2

features
 - AluxX SLR-Grade Aluminum frame
 - Fox 32 RL Performance 100mm fork with 
remote lockout
 - Shimano Deore/XT 2x10 speed drivetrain
 - Shimano SLX hydraulic disc brakes
 - Shimano MT35 27.5 Wheelsystem
 - Maxxlite M340 Fold folding tires
 - Color: black/cyan, white/blue

 
XTC SLR 27.5 3

features
 - AluxX SLR-Grade Aluminum frame
 - SR Suntour Epixon 100mm fork with remote 
lockout
 - Shimano Deore/SLX 3x10 speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M447 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant P-XC2 27.5 wheelset
 - Maxxlite M340 Fold folding tires
 - Color: black/neon, white/red

 
XTC SLR 27.5 4

features
 - AluxX SLR-Grade Aluminum frame
 - SR Suntour RAIDON 100mm fork with 
remote lockout
 - Shimano Deore/SLX 3x10 speed drivetrain
 - Tektro Gemini disc brakes
 - Giant P-XC2 27.5” wheelset
 - Maxxlite M340 Fold folding tires
 - Color: black/blue, red/white



Anthem X 29er
from marathon Xc to more confident trail riding, the anthem X 29er is a smooth-rolling and 
stable off-road machine.
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Anthem X Advanced 29er
race-ready Xc speed meets 29er stability. incredible traction on the climbs, total confidence on 
the descents.

 
ANTHEM X ADVANCED 29ER 
features
 - Advanced-grade Composite frame with AluxX SL rear triangle
 - Rock Shox SID RCT3 29 100mm fork and Rock Shox Monarch 
RT3 shock
 - SRAM X1 1x11 speed drivetrain
 - SRAM Guide RS disc brakes
 - Giant XCR 1 29er Wheelsystem
 - Color: comp/blue

 
ANTHEM X 29ER 
features
 - AluxX SL-grade Aluminium frame
 - Fox 32 Float Performance 29, 100mm fork
 - Fox Float Performancen shock
 - Shimano Deore/XT 2x10-speed drivetrain
 - Shimano SLX hydraulic disc brakes
 - Color: black/yellow



Anthem Advanced 27.5
lightning fast Xc speed meets game-changing 27.5 control. aim for the podium With this superlight 
Xc slayer.

 
ANTHEM ADVANCED 27.5 0 

features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame with AluxX SL rear triangle
 - RockShox RS-1 100mm fork
 - RockShox Monarch RL shock
 - SRAM XX1 1x11 speed drivetrain
 - SRAM XX hydraulic disc brakes
 - SRAM Rise 60 wheels
 - Color: comp/blue

ANTHEM ADVANCED 27.5 fRAME

features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame with AluxX SL rear triangle
 - 100mm Maestro suspension
 - RockShox Monarch RL shock
 - 142/135mm convertible dropouts
 - Integrated chainstay and downtube protector
 - Color: comp/blue

 
ANTHEM ADVANCED 27.5 1

features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame with AluxX SL rear triangle
 - Fox 32 Float Factory fork and shock
 - Shimano XT 1x11 speed drivetrain
 - Shimano XT hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant XCR 1 Composite 27.5 WheelSystem
 - Color: yellow/black

 
ANTHEM ADVANCED 27.5 2

features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame with AluxX SL rear triangle
 - Fox 32 Float Performance 100mm fork 
 - Fox Float Performance rear shock
 - Shimano Deore/SLX 2x10 speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M447 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Schwalbe Racing Ralph EVO folding tires
 - Color: comp/red
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Anthem 27.5
from daily trail riding to Xc epics, this versatile 27.5 machine is an all-around cross-country 
performer.

 
ANTHEM 27.5 1

features
 - AluxX SL-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Fox 32 Float Factory Kashima 100mm fork with remote lockout
 - Fox Float Factory rear shock
 - Shimano XT 1x11-speed drivetrain
 - Shimano XT hydraulic disc brakes
 - Schwalbe Racing Ralph EVO folding tires
 - Color: red/black

 
ANTHEM 27.5 3

features
 - AluxX SL-Grade Aluminium frame
 - RockShox Recon Gold RL Solo Air 100mm fork
 - RockShox Monarch R shock
 - Shimano Deore 2x10 speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M395 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Schwalbe Racing Ralph Performance tires
 - Color: blue/black

 
ANTHEM 27.5 2

features
 - AluxX SL-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Fox 32 Float Performance 100mm fork 
 - Fox Float Performance shock
 - Shimano Deore/SLX 2x10 speed drivetrain
 - Shimano Deore M615 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant P-XC 27.5 wheels
 - Color: black/yellow (matt/gloss)

 
ANTHEM 27.5 fRAME

features
 - AluxX SL-Grade Aluminium frame 
 - 100mm Maestro suspension
 - Fox Float Factory Kashima coat rear shock
 - 142/135mm convertible dropouts
 - Integrated chainstay protector
 - Color: black/yellow (matt/gloss)



Anthem sx 27.5
anthem’s smooth Xc performance, amplified for aggressive trails. fast climbs, even faster 
descents.

 
ANTHEM SX 27.5 2
features
 - AluxX SL-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Fox 32 Float Performance Elite 120mm fork
 - Shimano Deore/XT 2x10 speed drivetrain
 - Giant Contact SL Switch-R dropper seatpost
 - Shimano SLX hydraulic disc brakes
 - Schwalbe Nobby Nic / Racing Ralph EVO folding tires
 - Color: black/green



fLEXPOINT  
SUSPENSION  
TECHNOLOGY

Using the flexing elements of the rear chainstay and seatstay, 
FlexPoint Suspension eliminates complex pivots and linkages to 
provide an effective, lightweight and durable suspension system 
that’s easy to maintain. 

Key advantages include:  

Effective Performance 
The proven “single-pivot” suspension design offers trail riders 
increased control for more confident off-road riding.

Light and Durable 
The flexing action of the chainstay/seatstay junction creates a simple, 
lightweight and durable system that provides 4.7 inches/120mm of 
rear wheel travel. 

Easy Maintenance 
FlexPoint offers similar benefits as multi-link suspension systems but 
without the added costs or the need for frequent maintenance.

1.  No mechanical rear pivot point:  
The flexing action of the chainstay/ seatstay junction creates 
4.7inches/120mm of rear wheel travel.

2.  Proven “single pivot” suspension performance:  
FlexPoint’s single pivot suspension design delivers effective 
performance for light-to-medium trail riding capabilities.

3.  ALUXX Aluminum swingarm:  
Giant proprietary swingarm design provides the flexing elements 
of FlexPoint suspension for durable and effective performance.

2

3

1

 
how it works

suspension 
performance 
made simple
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STANCE 27.5 1 LTD
features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame with 120mm travel
 - Rockshox Recon Silver TK 120mm fork with remote lockout
 - RockShox Monarch R rear shock
 - Shimano Deore/XT 30-speed shifting
 - Shimano M506 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Schwalbe Nobby Nic 27.5x2.25 tires
 - Color: dark blue/orange

 
STANCE 27.5 2
features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame with 120mm travel
 - RockShox 30 Gold TK Solo Air 120mm fork with lockout
 - RockShox Monarch R rear shock
 - Shimano Alivio 27-speed shifting
 - Shimano M355 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Maxxis Ardent 2.25 tires
 - Color: black/green

Stance 27.5
conquer steep peaKs and sail doWn singletracK With confidence. the all-neW stance 27.5 opens up 
a World of possibilities. 
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Trance Advanced 27.5
the fastest Way to conquer technical trails. stay smooth through roots, rocKs and ruts.

TRANCE ADVANCED 27.5 0
features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame with AluxX SL rear triangle
 - RockShox Pike RCT3 Solo Air, 140mm fork
 - RockShox Monarch RT3 Debonair shock
 - SRAM XX1 1x11 drivetrain
 - Giant Contact SLR Composite stem and handlebar
 - SRAM Guide Ultimate disc brakes
 - Giant TRX 0 Composite 27.5 WheelSystem
 - Color: grayish green/blue

 
TRANCE ADVANCED 27.5 1
features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame with AluxX SL rear triangle
 - Fox 34 Float Factory Kashima, 140mm fork
 - Fox Float Factory shock
 - Shimano XT 1x11 speed drivetrain
 - Giant Contact SL Switch-R dropper seatpost
 - Shimano XT disc brakes
 - Giant TRX 1 Composite 27.5 WheelSystem
 - Color: comp/orange

 
TRANCE ADVANCED 27.5 2
features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame with AluxX SL rear triangle
 - RockShox Sektor RL Solo Air 140mm fork
 - RockShox Monarch RT rear shock
 - SRAM GX 2x10 speed drivetrain with MRP 2x chainguide
 - Giant Contact SL Switch-R dropper seatpost
 - SRAM Guide R hydraulic disc brakes
 - Color: comp (matt/gloss)



Trance 27.5
ride aggressive lines. float up technical climbs. trance 27.5 smoothes out rough trails and Keeps 
you in control. 

 
TRANCE 27.5 1

features
 - AluxX SL Aluminium frame with 140mm Maestro suspension
 - Fox 34 Float Factory 140mm fork with Kashima coat
 - Fox Float Factory shock
 - SRAM X01 1x11 speed drivetrain
 - SRAM Guide RS disc brakes
 - Giant TRX 1 Composite 27.5 WheelSystem
 - Color: grayish green/yellow

TRANCE 27.5 1.5 LTD

features
 - AluxX SL Aluminium frame with 140mm Maestro suspension
 - Fox 34 Float 140mm fork
 - Fox Float rear shock
 - Shimano XT 2x11 speed drivetrain
 - Shimano XT hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant P-XC 27.5 wheelset
 - Color: raw

TRANCE 27.5 1-EU

features
 - AluxX SL Aluminium frame with 140mm Maestro suspension
 - Fox 34 Float Factory 140mm fork with Kashima coat
 - Fox Float Factory shock
 - Shimano XT 1x11 speed drivetrain
 - Shimano XT hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant TRX 1 Composite 27.5 WheelSystem
 - Color: grayish green/yellow

 
TRANCE 27.5 2

features
 - AluxX SL Aluminium frame with 140mm Maestro suspension
 - Fox 32 Float Performance fork
 - Fox Float Performance shock
 - Shimano Deore/SLX 2x10 speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M615 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Schwalbe Nobby Nic Performance 2.25 folding tires
 - Color: charcoal/red
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TRANCE 27.5 2 LTD

features
 - AluxX SL Aluminium frame with 140mm Maestro suspension
 - Fox 32 Float performance FIT 4 fork
 - Fox CTD Evolution shock
 - Shimano Deore/XT 2x10 speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M615 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Schwalbe Nobby Nic Performance 2.25 folding tires
 - Color: black/white

 
TRANCE 27.5 4

features
 - AluxX SL Aluminium frame with 140mm Maestro suspension
 - SR Suntour Epixon TR LO-R 140mm fork
 - Giant Air Shock
 - Shimano Deore 2x9 speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M355 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Schwalbe Rapid Rob 2.25 tires
 - Color: black/silver

 
TRANCE 27.5 3

features
 - AluxX SL Aluminium frame with 140mm Maestro suspension
 - RockShox Sektor Gold RL Solo Air 140mm fork
 - RockShox Monarch R rear shock
 - Shimano Deore 2x10 speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M395 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Schwalbe Nobby Nic Performance 2.25 tires
 - Color: black/blue

TRANCE 27.5 fRAME

features
 - AluxX SL Aluminium frame with 140mm Maestro suspension
 - Fox Float Factory Kashima coat rear shock
 - 142/135mm convertible rear dropouts
 - Integrated chainstay protector
 - Color: black/blue



Reign Advanced 27.5
doWn the chute, over a drop, hammering rugged terrain. stay smooth With this ultimate 27.5 
enduro machine.

 
REIGN ADVANCED 27.5 0
features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame with AluxX SL rear triangle
 - RockShox Pike RCT3 Dual Position Air 160/130mm fork with 
custom 46mm offset
 - RockShox Monarch Plus RC3 DebonAir rear shock
 - SRAM XX1 1x11 drivetrain with MRP AMG chainguide
 - RockShox Reverb Stealth dropper seatpost
 - SRAM Guide Ultimate Carbon disc brakes
 - DT Swiss XM 1501 Spline ONE 27.5 wheelset
 - Color: blue/black (matt/gloss)

 
REIGN ADVANCED 27.5 1
features
 - Advanced-grade Composite frame with AluxX SL rear triangle
 - RockShox Pike RC Dual Position Air 160/130mm fork with custom 
46mm offset
 - RockShox Monarch Plus DebonAir RT rear shock
 - Shimano XT 1x11 speed drivetrain with MRP AMG Guide
 - Giant Contact SL Switch Trail seatpost
 - Shimano XT hydraulic disc brakes
 - Color: green

 
REIGN ADVANCED 27.5 
fRAME
features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame with AluxX SL rear triangle
 - 160mm Maestro suspension
 - RockShox Monarch Plus RC3 DebonAir rear shock
 - Integrated chainstay and downtube protectors
 - Color: Blue/Black (matt/gloss)
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Reign 27.5
big trail adventures demand big confidence. rocKs, roots and ruts—the neW reign 27.5 Was made 
for this stuff. 

 
REIGN 27.5 1

features
 - RockShox Pike RCT3 Solo Air 160/130mm fork with custom 46mm offset
 - RockShox Monarch Plus Debonair RC3 rear shock
 - SRAM X1 1x11 speed drivetrain
 - RockShox Reverb Stealth dropper seatpost
 - SRAM Guide RS disc brakes
 - DT Swiss M 1700 Spline WheelSystem
 - Color: black/charcoal

 
REIGN 27.5 2

features
 - RockShox Pike RC Solo Air 160mm fork with custom 46mm offset
 - RockShox Monarch DebonAir R rear shock
 - Shimano Deore/SLX 2x10 speed drivetrain with MRP 2x Guide
 - Giant Contact SL Switch Trail dropper seatpost
 - Shimano Deore hydraulic disc brakes
 - Color: yellow/blue

REIGN 27.5 1.5 LTD 

features
 - RockShox Pike RC Solo Air 160mm fork with custom 46mm offset
 - RockShox Monarch plus Debonair rear shock
 - Shimano XT 1x11 speed drivetrain
 - RockShox Reverb Stealth dropper seatpost
 - Shimano XT disc brakes
 - Giant P-AM2 27.5 wheelset
 - Color: orange

REIGN 27.5 2 LTD

features
 - RockShox Pike RC Solo Air 160mm fork with custom 46mm offset
 - RockShox Monarch DebonAir RT rear shock
 - Shimano Deore/XT 2x10 speed drivetrain with MRP 2x Guide
 - Giant Contact SL Switch-R dropper seatpost
 - Shimano Deore hydraulic disc brakes
 - Color: yellow/blue



Glory Advanced 27.5
a legendary dh racer—noW supercharged With a full-composite frame. built for factory pros, 
it’s the ultimate choice for all-out dh speed.

Glory 27.5
When you’re charging rough dh terrain, stuff happens and it happens fast. stay on your game With 
glory 27.5.

 
GLORY 27.5 1

features
 - AluxX SL-Grade Aluminium frame with 8” Maestro suspension
 - RockShox Boxxer Team fork with 200mm travel
 - RockShox Vivid R2C rear shock
 - SRAM GX 1x10speed drivetrain
 - SRAM Guide R disc brakes
 - Giant P-AM2 27.5 wheelset
 - Color: blue/red

GLORY ADVANCED 27.5 0

features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame with AluxX SL rear triangle
 - RockShox BoXXer Team fork, 200mm travel
 - RockShox Vivid R2C shock
 - SRAM X01 DH drivetrain with X01 DH Carbon crankset
 - SRAM Guide Ultimate disc brakes
 - DT Swiss EX471 wheelset with 240 hubs
 - Color: comp/black

 
GLORY 27.5 2

features
 - AluxX SL-Grade Aluminium frame with 8” Maestro suspension
 - RockShox Domain RC Dual Crown fork with 200mm travel
 - RockShox Kage R rear shock
 - SRAM X5 9-speed drivetrain with Truvativ Ruktion crankset
 - SRAM DB5 Dual Piston hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant P-AM2 27.5 wheelset
 - Color: black/yellow

 
GLORY ADVANCED 27.5 1

features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame with AluxX SL rear triangle
 - Fox 40 Performance Elite fork with 200mm travel
 - Fox DHX2 rear shock
 - Shimano Zee 1x10speed drivetrain
 - Shimano Zee disc brakes
 - Giant P-AM2 27.5 wheelset
 - Color: comp/yellow
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Talon 27.5
improved trail control equals a more enJoyable ride. blaZe neW trails With talon 27.5.

 
TALON 27.5 0
features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Fox 32 Float Performance 100mm fork
 - Shimano Deore/XT 2x10 speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M447 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant S-XC2 27.5” wheelset
 - Maxxis Ikon 2.25 tires
 - Color: blue/red

TALON 27.5 RC LTD
features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Fox 32 Float Performance 100mm fork
 - Shimano XT 2x11 speed drivetrain
 - Shimano Deore hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant S-XC2 27.5” wheelset
 - Schwalbe Rapid Rob 2.25 tires
 - Color: black/lime

TALON 27.5 0 LTD
features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Rock Shox Reba RL Air 100mm fork w/Pushloc 
 - Shimano SLX/XT 3x10 speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M396 disc brakes
 - Giant S-XC2 27.5” wheelset
 - Schwalbe Rapid Rob 2.25 tires
 - Color: blue/red



 
TALON 27.5 1

features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Rock Shox 30 Gold TK Solo Air 100mm fork
 - Shimano Deore/XT 2x10 speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M355 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant S-XC2 27.5” wheelset
 - Maxxis Ikon 2.25 tires
 - Color: white/black, black/green

 
TALON 27.5 2

features
 - AluxX-grade Aluminium frame
 - Suntour Epixon 100mm fork with lockout
 - Shimano Deore 30-speed drivetrain
 - Tektro HDC-M290 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant CR70 double-wall aluminium rims
 - Maxxis Ikon 2.25 tires
 - Color: silver/blue, orange/green

TALON 27.5 1 LTD

features
 - AluxX-grade Aluminium frame
 - SR Suntour XCR 100mm fork with lockout
 - Shimano SLX/XT 30-speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M396 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant S-XC2 27.5” wheelset
 - Schwalbe Smart Sam 2.25 tires
 - Color: white/black, black/green

TALON 27.5 2 LTD

features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - SR Suntour XCR32 100mm fork with lockout
 - Shimano Deore/XT 30-speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M355 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant CR70 double-wall aluminium rims
 - Schwalbe Smart Sam 2.25 tires
 - Color: black/orange

gei - White/blacK only
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TALON 27.5 3
features
 - AluxX-grade Aluminium frame
 - SR Suntour XCM 100mm fork with lockout
 - Shimano Altus/Alivio 27-speed drivetrain
 - Tektro HDC-M290 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant CR70 double-wall aluminium rims
 - Color: charcoal/red, dark blue/yellow

TALON 27.5 3 LTD
features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - SR Suntour XCR32 100mm fork with lockout
 - Shimano Altus/Deore 27-speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M355 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant CR70 double-wall aluminium rims
 - Color: charcoal/red, dark blue/yellow

 
TALON 27.5 4
features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - SR Suntour XCT 100mm fork with lockout
 - Shimano Altus/Acera 24-speed shifting
 - Tektro HDC290 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant CR70 double-wall aluminium rims
 - Color: dark blue/orange, charcoal/yellow

gei - darK blue/yelloW only



Talon 29er
fast and smooth. the added stability of 29er Wheels gives you more control on the trail. 

 
TALON 29ER 1
features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - RockShox Reba RL fork with Pushloc remote lockout
 - Shimano Deore/XT 30-speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M395 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant S-XC2 29” wheelset
 - Maxxis Crossmark tires
 - Color: black/green (matt/gloss)

 
TALON 29ER 2
features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - SR Suntour XCM 100mm suspension fork with lockout
 - Shimano Alivio/Deore 27-speed drivetrain
 - Tektro HDC-M290 Disc brakes
 - Giant CR70 double-wall aluminium rims
 - Maxxis Crossmark tires
 - Color: dark blue/red

TALON 29ER 2 LTD
features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - SR Suntour XCR32 suspension fork with lockout
 - Shimano Deore/SLX 30-speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M355 Disc brakes
 - Schwalbe Smart Sam tires
 - Giant CR70 double-wall aluminium rims
 - Color: dark blue/red
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ATX ELITE
premium sport biKe-atX elite With eXcellent control on the trail maKes your adventure easy, fun 
and eXciting.

Revel
a classic hardtail for aspiring off-road riders. taKe a spin on the biKe path or eXplore local 
trails. 

 
ATX ELITE

features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminum
 - Shimano Alivio drivetrain
 - Suntour XCM HLO 26”, 100mm fork
 - TEKTRO HDM290 Disc brakes
 - Color: black/blue, black/gold

 
REVEL 1

features
 - SR Suntour M3030 80mm suspension fork
 - Shimano 24-speed shifting
 - Alloy linear pull brakes
 - Giant GX02 double-wall aluminium rims
 - Color: black

 
ATX ELITE-fR

features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminum
 - Color: black/red, gray/black

 
REVEL 2

features
 - SR Suntour M3010 80mm suspension fork
 - Shimano 21-speed shifting
 - Alloy linear pull brakes
 - Giant CH17 rims
 - Color: dark blue/yellow, black/red, green
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Revel 29er
a classic hardtail for aspiring off-road riders. taKe a spin on the biKe path or eXplore local 
trails. 

 
REVEL 29ER 1

features
 - ALUXX-Grade Aluminum
 - Shimano Acera/Deore drivetrain
 - SR Suntour XCR Air LO-R 29”, 80mm fork
 - Tektro HD-M290 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Color: blue/orange

 
REVEL 29ER 2

features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminum
 - Shimano Altus/Alivio drivetrain
 - Suntour XCT 29”, 80mm fork
 - Tektro Novela Mechanical Disc brakes
 - Color: black/lime green

Rincon Disc
a nice biKe for sporty off road riders. enJoy your ride on the biKe path or maKe local trails ride a 
real adventure.

 
RINCON DISC
features
 - ALUXX-Grade Aluminum
 - Shimano Tourney-Acera drivetrain
 - SR Suntour XCT HLO 26” 100mm fork
 - Tektro HDM-290 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Color: white/green, black/orange 
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full-E+
With full suspension and integrated poWer, you’r ready to tacKle more trails.

fULL-E+ 0
features
 - Evolution line SyncDrive 80Nm central motor, powered by YAMAHA
 - 500Wh battery pack for longest range
 - Fox 34 Float FIT4 140mm travel fork
 - Shimano XT 11-speed Drivetrain
 - Contact Switch remote height adjust seatpost
 - Shimano XT disc brakes
 - Color: black/blue
 - 21,3 kg

fULL-E+ 1
features
 - Evolution line SyncDrive 80Nm central motor, powered by YAMAHA
 - 500Wh battery pack for longest range
 - Fox 34 Float FIT4 140mm travel fork
 - Contact Switch remote height adjust seatpost
 - Shimano Deore/XT 10-speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M506 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Color: black/white, orange/acid yellow
 - 21,9 kg

fULL-E+ 2
features
 - Evolution line SyncDrive 80Nm central motor, powered by YAMAHA
 - 400Wh EnergyPak for long riding range
 - SR Suntour Aion 34 LO-R 140mm suspension fork
 - Shimano Deore/XT 10-speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M506 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Color: petrol blue / acid yellow
 - 21,6 kg



Dirt-E+
serious poWer. infitite range. endless fun in an integrated pacKage

DIRT-E+ 0
features
 - Evolution line SyncDrive 80Nm central motor, powered by YAMAHA
 - 500Wh battery pack for longest range
 - Fox 32 Float Performance FIT4 100mm travel fork with remote
 - Shimano XT 2x11-speed Drivetrain
 - Shimano XT disc brakes
 - Color: black/blue

DIRT-E+ 1
features
 - Evolution line SyncDrive 80Nm central motor, powered by YAMAHA
 - 500Wh battery pack for longest range
 - SR Suntour Raidon 32 RL-R Air 100mm suspension fork with 
remote lockout
 - Shimano Deore/XT 2x10-speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M506 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Color: burgundy/neon red

DIRT-E+ 2
features
 - Evolution line SyncDrive 80Nm central motor, powered by YAMAHA
 - 400Wh EnergyPak for long riding range
 - SR Suntour XCR 32 RL-R 100mm suspension fork with remote 
lockout
 - Shimano Deore 2x9-speed drivetrain
 - Tektro Auriga hydraulic disc brakes
 - Color: yellow/blue
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X-ROAD PERFORMANCE
CYCLOCROSS
  Brava slr 01 

X-ROAD SPORT
ADVENTURE
  invite comax 01 

invite 01 
rove 01 

X-ROAD LIFESTYLE
COMFORT
 enchant 01 

OFF-ROAD PERFORMANCE
RACE/XC
  obsess advanced 01 
   lust advanced 01 
 lust 01 

TRAIL ENDURO
  intrigue 01 

OFF-ROAD SPORT
XC
  Tempt 01 
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What do you do 

when a cycling 

brand doesn't 

exist for you?

“YOU
 CREATE
 IT.”

BONNIE TU

I am a mother, 
a daughter, 
and a wife.  
I am the driving 
force behind Liv 
and the Liv 
brand founder 
and current CEO.

I always challenge 
myself and I want to 
share my love of riding 
with other women.

I Liv Beyond.



3f desiGn philosophY

What exactly is 3F? 

It’s the overarching philosophy that guides the Liv team as 

we dream up, design, and develop products for women.

fit | form | function
Here’s a look at what 3F means for you. 
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Fit
The fact is, no other brand comes close to the effort that liv puts into creating the perfect fit for women riders. 
We have designated teams of female designers, developers and athletes working together to create liv bikes. 
each one starts from a blank slate, not a men’s frame with adjusted geometry. creating the perfect fit consists 
of four key elements:

1. Global Body Dimension Database
This extensive database provides information on the average body dimensions of women around the world. it gives us information 
on things like arm, torso and leg length. of course women come in all different shapes and sizes, and this is simply the start, but the 
database helps us identify general trends. for instance, the database shows that women tend to carry their body weight lower than 
men, and much of our power comes from our lower bodies. This impacts our frame geometries as we aim to achieve better balance and 
stability.

2. Intended Usage

What is this bike’s purpose — on-road or off-road, competitive or casual? pinpointing each bike’s intended use helps us determine what 
the rider’s body angle should be. a road racer will have a more aggressive forward lean, while an off-road trail rider will be more upright 
for control. once we identify the ideal body angle, we fine-tune the frame geometry to achieve this position.

3. Pro Rider Feedback
one of our biggest advantages is working with some of the best women riders in the world. from the pro racers on the rabobank liv 
team to liv ambassadors around the world, we gather feedback during prototype testing and use it to shape a new bike’s design.

4. Target Consumer Feedback
after gathering extensive notes from liv pro riders, we also seek feedback from real-world riders test riding our bikes. This group 
includes female riders from around the globe from enthusiasts to racers.

Form
at liv, we aim to create bikes that riders fall in love with, that get you excited to ride, and are impossible 
to ignore.

each year, liv develops a color palette that carries through all our bikes, gear and clothing. our designers 
spend countless hours developing themes and finding unique ways to connect the colors and graphics. 

Beyond colors, we define the different categories of liv bikes — performance, sport and lifestyle — with 
unique head badge styles. With an obsessive attention to detail, we make sure every small part, every 
spacer or cable end, fits our overall vision to inspire you to ride. 

Function
liv defines function as how well a bike performs in its element. We aim to produce lighter, faster, better 
performing bikes and gear for every type of rider. 

one way we do this is by implementing some of the technologies and craftsmanship that have been 
perfected in Giant men’s bikes. 

for example, the advanced composite Technology used in the Giant line is tuned and customized for 
women riders. The composite material may be the same, but the layup of a frame is altered to achieve 
the ideal weight and stiffness for a particular liv bike. 

components also have a major impact on how a bike functions. We analyze every part, developing things 
like handlebars and saddles that can improve the riding experience for women.



LIV SIZING
liv believes that finding a perfectly sized product should be a simple process. That’s why we devel-
oped universal sizing charts that can be used for every liv bike. The liv sizing charts apply 
to four different bike categories:

On & X-Road Performance
Off-Road Performance
Sport
Lifestyle 

for On-Road/X-Road Performance bikes we offer five sizing options, the most of all the categories. 
These bikes require a precise fit to perform at their best. also, the riding position on these bikes is 
typically more static, making it even more important to get the fit exactly right. 

Off-Road Performance bikes come in four sizes. These bikes also demand a performance fit, 
but the riding position is more dynamic, which means the sizing can be slightly less precise. 

Sport models come in four sizes, which allow us to target all different rider heights with the intend-
ed body angle positioning. 

Lifestyle bikes come in three sizes. These bikes have a more relaxed, comfortable rider position, 
and three sizes allow our engineers to achieve optimal geometry and riding position for 
women of all sizes. 
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3F / PURPOSE DRIVEN DESIGN
one of the foundations of liv’s 3f design philosophy is for every bike to place the rider in the most optimal 
body position for the bike’s intended usage. for example avow, liv’s triathlon bike, will place the rider in the 
most acute body angle — 30 degrees, in order to achieve the best aerodynamic body position. on the other 
end of the spectrum suede, liv’s most relaxed lifestyle bike, puts the rider in the most obtuse body angle — 
80 degrees, in order to instill confidence in the rider and give her the most comfortable ride possible. each 
model and its corresponding body angle is a purpose driven design choice to ensure every rider is in the best 
body position for her discipline.

SIZING CHARTS



WOMEN'S
SPECIFIC
COMPOSITE
LAY-UP
liv truly believes that to make the absolute best bikes for women, development 
should be done from the ground up. With that in mind, liv applies its 3f design 
philosophy to each and every bike model. using a global body dimension database 
plus athlete and ambassador feedback, we can determine general truths about 
how women ride. This allows liv to achieve the most comfortable and efficient rid-
ing position for every rider and every bike we make. Through this process, we are 
also able to create composite frames that are tuned for female riders with compli-
ance and stiffness where it is needed most. our composite lay-up schedule 
is determined by the unique design of each liv bike, along with feedback from rid-
ers and factory testing results. here are some of the qualities that make liv com-
posite bikes stand out:

• Increased compliance in the steering mechanism 
  for better handling and responsiveness
• Direct power transfer from the pedals leading to 

  increased pedaling efficiency
• Lighter frame weights

• A perfect balance between compliance and stiffness

The overall result is a lighter, more compliant and efficient bike that offers 
superior ride quality for female riders.
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LIV 27.5
TECHNOLOGY

BEST OF ALL WORLDS

When liv launched our comprehensive off-road line we invested whole heartedly 
in 27.5 technology. nowhere is it more pronounced that women ride differently 
than men than on the mountain bike. Through extensive research we found the 

technology and advantages of 27.5 offers the best possible experience 
for women of all riding styles and experience.

The technology of 27.5 combines the most desirable attributes of 26 and 29-inch 
wheels, giving you a ride that truly delivers the best of all worlds. liv’s entire 

off-road line-up, from sport-level to elite, features bikes with 27.5-inch wheels. 
our research shows that 27.5 offers the ideal combination of light weight, 

efficiency, and control for female riders. here are the factors that make 
this wheel size especially ideal for women.

1. Lighter Weight

2. More Efficient

3. Better Control 

These three factors combined create the best possible ride quality and bike fit for 
female riders. The inherent light weight and efficiency of 27.5 gives you the energy 
to elevate your riding. and 27.5 allows liv to design our 3f inspired frame geom-
etry to better balance female riders of all heights over the bottom bracket and the 

wheelbase overall for unparalleled control. it is this balance that 
truly defines the liv riding experience.
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LIGHTER
WEIGHT
The lighter the bike, the less energy and effort 
you have to exert. long rides become easier, 
and you ride faster. 27.5-inch wheels are 
lighter than 29-inch, and they allow liv to 
design lighter frames. liv’s elite athletes 
benefit from the weight savings, as evidenced 
by their World cup wins, and you’ll appreciate 
the lighter weight too!

MORE 
EFFICIENT
The ability for 27.5-inch wheels to easily roll 
over obstacles means that you can ride 
technical trails with less effort and more 
confidence. also, 27.5-inch wheels accelerate 
more quickly than 29-inch, so you use less 
energy to get rolling. Quick acceleration 
increases your ability to maintain momentum 
in rough terrain, up hills, or across flats.

BETTER 
CONTROL
The optimal tire-to-ground contact patch 
provided by 27.5-inch wheels improves 
cornering, acceleration and braking ability. and 
when combined with liv’s 3f women’s specific 
and 27.5-optimized frame geometry, the 27.5-
inch wheel size delivers better control than 
bikes with 26 or 29-inch wheels. also, because 
these 27.5-optimized frames allow 
for excellent standover clearance and a shorter 
wheelbase, it’s easier for female riders to find 
their ideal bike fit.
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i  r ide paved roads and paths.

Where do
you ride?

ON-ROAD

IGNITE
YOUR
PASSION
What do you love to do on two 
wheels? on our bikes we find free-
dom and strength whether we ride 
on-road, off-road or a mix of both. 
on these adventures we find ca-
maraderie with friends, we feel the 
wind on our faces and sometimes 
we discover we are capable of much 
more than we ever thought possible. 
Whatever lights up your passion and 
inspires you, we provide the perfect 
bike on your journey to liv Beyond.
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i  r ide a mix of dirt and pavement. i r ide singletrack and dirt paths.

X-ROAD OFF-ROAD



I  RIDE TO COMPETE AND PUSH MY LIMITS.

I RIDE FOR FITNESS AND FREEDOM.

I RIDE FOR FUN AND FUNCTION.

ON-ROAD
There are roads to be traveled and adventures to be had. 
however you like to enjoy the ride, liv has a bike for you. 
Whether it is a group ride with friends, a marathon road ride 
across valleys and mountains, or lining up at the start line for 
a criterium or racing World cup stage races — 
liv has a bike made just for you. 

FITNESS Thrive comax 01 
 Thrive 01 
 alight  01
CITY suede 01
SPORT CITY allure rs  01

COMFORT flourish  01
CRUISER simple W  01

AERO RACE envie advanced pro 01 
 envie advanced Tri 01 
 envie advanced 01 
ENDURANCE avail advanced pro 01 
 avail advanced 01 
 avail 01



 
ENVIE ADVANCED PRO 1
features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame and fork
 - Shimano Ultegra Di2 11-speed groupset
 - Giant Contact SLR Aero composite handlebar
 - Giant SpeedControl SL brakes w/ Ti hardware
 - Giant SLR 1 Aero WheelSystem, carbon rims
 - Color: black/purple

ENVIE ADVANCED 1
features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame
 - Shimano Ultegra 11-speed groupset
 - Liv Contact SL Forward saddle
 - Giant SpeedControl brakes
 - Giant P-A2 30mm Aero wheelset
 - Color: white/blue

 
ENVIE ADVANCED 2
features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame
 - Shimano 105 11-speed shifting
 - Liv Contact SL Forward saddle
 - Giant SpeedControl brakes
 - Giant P-A2 30mm aero wheelset
 - Color: white/silver
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ENVIE ADVANCED PRO
THERE’S ONLY ONE BIKE FAST ENOUGH FOR WORLD CHAMPION MARIANNE VOS. THIS WOMEN’S AERO ROAD BIKE 
IS FIT TO BE FASTER. 

ENVIE ADVANCED
IT’S LIGHT, IT’S FAST, AND IT’S DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR WOMEN. SLICE THROUGH THE WIND ON THIS 
INCREDIBLE AERO ROAD MACHINE. 



ENVIE ADVANCED 2 - E
features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame
 - Shimano 105 11-speed groupset
 - Liv Contact SL Forward saddle
 - Giant SpeedControl brakes
 - Giant P-A2 30mm aero wheelset
 - Color: white/pink

ENVIE ADVANCED TRI 1
features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame
 - Shimano Ultegra 11-speed groupset
 - Giant Contact SLR Aero composite handlebar w/ Clip-on bars
 - Giant  SpeedControl brakes
 - Giant SL 1 Aero WheelSystem
 - Color: comp

 
AVAIL ADVANCED PRO
features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame and fork
 - Shimano Ultegra 11-speed groupset
 - Giant Contact SL stem & handlebar
 - Shimano R685 hydraulic road disc brakes
 - Giant SLR 1 Disc WheelSystem, full-carbon rims
 - Color: comp

AVAIL ADVANCED PRO
METICULOUSLY DESIGNED FOR SUBLIME FIT 
AND PERFORMANCE. SMOOTH, FAST AND 
CREATED SPECIFICALLY FOR WOMEN RIDERS.



AVAIL ADVANCED 1

features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame
 - Shimano Ultegra 11-speed groupset
 - Giant Connect stem & Contact handlebar
 - TRP Spyre road disc brakes
 - Giant P-R2 Disc wheelset
 - Color: comp (matte/gloss)

 
AVAIL ADVANCED 2

features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame
 - Shimano 105 11-speed shifting
 - Giant Connect stem & Contact handlebar
 - TRP Spyre road disc brakes
 - Giant P-R2 Disc wheelset
 - Color: pearl white

AVAIL ADVANCED 2 - E

features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame
 - Shimano 105 11-speed groupset
 - Giant Connect stem & Contact handlebar
 - TRP Spyre road disc brakes
 - Giant P-R2 Disc wheelset
 - Color: comp (matte/gloss)

9696

 
AVAIL ADVANCED 3
features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame
 - Shimano Tiagra 10-speed groupset
 - D-Fuse composite seatpost
 - TRP Spyre road disc brakes
 - Giant S-R2 Disc wheelset
 - Color: white



 
AVAIL 2 DISC
features
 - Light-weight AluxX SL aluminium disc frame
 - Composite fork with alloy OverDrive steerer
 - Shimano Tiagra 10-speed groupset
 - D-Fuse composite seatpost
 - TRP Spyre road disc brake
 - Color: silver

AVAIL DISC
FOR QUICK SPINS OR YOUR FIRST CENTURY RIDE, AVAIL DISC IS THE PERFECT ROAD COMPANION. SPEED, 
CONTROL, CONFIDENCE—GO WITH ALL THREE.

 
AVAIL 1 DISC
features
 - Light-weight AluxX SL aluminium disc frame
 - Composite fork with OverDrive steerer
 - Shimano 105 11-speed shifting
 - D-Fuse composite seatpost
 - TRP Spyre road disc brake
 - Color: white, dark blue

GEI - whItE ONLY
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AVAIL 1
features
 - Light-weight AluxX SL Aluminium frame
 - Composite fork with alloy OverDrive steerer
 - Shimano 105 11-speed shifting
 - D-Fuse composite seatpost
 - Giant P-R2 wheelset
 - Color: bluish grey

 
AVAIL 3
features
 - Light-weight AluxX Aluminium frame
 - Composite fork with alloy OverDrive steerer
 - Shimano Sora 9-speed groupset
 - Giant S-R2 wheelset
 - Color: black

AVAIL 4 
features
 - Light-weight AluxX Aluminium frame
 - Composite fork with alloy OverDrive steerer
 - Shimano Claris 8-speed shifting
 - FSA Tempo 50/34 crankset
 - Giant S-R2 wheelset
 - Color: white

AVAIL
FOR QUICK SPINS OR YOUR FIRST CENTURY RIDE, AVAIL IS THE PERFECT ROAD COMPANION. SPEED, CONTROL, 
CONFIDENCE—GO WITH ALL THREE.



 
THRIVE COMAX 2 DISC
features
 - CoMax composite frame
 - Composite disc-specific fork with alloy steerer
 - Shimano Tiagra 10-speed shifting
 - Giant Connect Composite seatpost
 - Tektro HDC 291 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant P-R2 Disc wheelset
 - Color: blue

THRIVE 0 DISC
features
 - AluxX Aluminium frame with composite fork
 - Shimano 105 11-speed drivetrain w/ flatbar shifters
 - Giant D-Fuse Composite seatpost
 - Tektro HDC-M291 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant P-R2 Disc wheelset
 - Color: silver

THRIVE 1 DISC
features
 - AluxX Aluminium frame with composite fork
 - Shimano Tiagra 10-speed drivetrain w/ flatbar shifters
 - Giant D-Fuse Composite seatpost
 - Tektro HDC-M291 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant S-R2 Disc wheelset
 - Color: white/purple

THRIVE COMAX
GET FIT FASTER. A FLAT-BAR COMPOSITE ROAD BIKE THAT’S LIGHT, SPEEDY AND DESIGNED FOR WOMEN RIDERS.

THRIVE
QUICK, COMFORTABLE, EXTREMELY VERSATILE. FROM SHORT DAILY SPINS TO LONG ROAD RIDES, THRIVE HELPS 
YOU GET FIT FASTER. 



ALIGHT
ALIGHT MAKES IT EASY TO ENJOY THE RIDE. PEDAL TO WORK, RIDE FOR FITNESS, COMMIT TO A NEW AND 
HEALTHY ROUTINE. 

THRIVE 2

features
 - AluxX Aluminium frame with composite fork
 - Shimano Sora 9-speed drivetrain with flatbar shifters
 - FSA Vero 50/34 compact crankset
 - Tektro linear-pull brakes
 - Giant GX-02 double-wall aluminium rims
 - Color: blue

 
ALIGHT 2 DD

features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame and fork
 - Shimano Altus 24-speed shifting
 - Giant Connect low-rise handlebar
 - Tektro linear-pull brakes
 - Giant S-X3 Puncture-Protect 32mm tires
 - Color: white

THRIVE 3

features
 - AluxX Aluminium frame and fork
 - Shimano Claris 8-speed drivetrain
 - FSA Tempo triple crankset
 - Tektro linear-pull brakes
 - Giant GX-02 double-wall aluminium rims
 - Color: white/purple

ALIGHT 2 CITY

features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium low instep frame
 - Shimano Altus 24-speed shifting
 - Tektro linear-pull brakes
 - Giant S-X3 Puncture-Protect 32mm tires
 - Fenders, rear carrier and kickstand equipped
 - Color: silver
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SUEDE
MAKE QUICK WORK OF DAILY TRIPS, OR HEAD OUT ON WEEKEND ADVENTURES. SUEDE DOES IT ALL.

SUEDE 1
features
 - Stylish AluxX Aluminium frame
 - Shimano 8-speed shifting
 - Adjustable stem
 - Alloy direct pull brakes
 - Fenders, rear carrier and front basket equipped
 - Color: white/red

SUEDE 2
features
 - Stylish AluxX Aluminium frame
 - Shimano 7-speed shifting
 - Adjustable stem
 - Alloy direct pull brakes
 - 26x1.95 Multi-Surface tires
 - Color: cyan, coral, white

GEI - cOraL, whItE ONLY

GI - cYaN, whItE ONLY



FLOURISH 1

features
 - Stylish AluxX Aluminium frame
 - Shimano 7-speed internal gear hub
 - Liv comfort saddle with matching grips
 - Fenders, chainguard, kickstand and lighting equipped
 - Front basket and rear carrier
 - Color: black

FLOURISH 2 

features
 - Stylish AluxX Aluminium frame
 - Shimano 24-speed shifting
 - Liv Comfort saddle with matching grips
 - Fenders, chaincover, kickstand and lighting equipped
 - Front basket
 - Color: cream

FLOURISH
THE SMART WAY TO GET AROUND TOWN. A VERSATILE BIKE WITH THOUGHTFUL DESIGN MAKES ORDINARY
TRIPS MORE FUN.
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ALLURE RS 1 STA

features
 - Light-weight AluxX aluminium disc frame
 - Carbon front fork
 - Shimano Deore 30-speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M395 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Curana C-Lite fenders, aluminium carrier
 - Color: silver

ALLURE RS 2 STA

features
 - Light-weight AluxX aluminium disc frame
 - Carbon front fork
 - Shimano Alivio 27-speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M355 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Curana C-Lite fenders, aluminium carrier
 - Color: white

ALLURE 
A FAST, FUN WAY TO GET AROUND TOWN. RIDE IT TO WORK, TO SCHOOL, OR JUST FOR THE THRILL OF IT.



 
FLOURISH 4

features
 - Stylish AluxX Aluminium frame
 - Shimano 21-speed shifting
 - Liv Comfort saddle
 - Alloy direct pull brakes
 - Alloy double-wall rims with stainless steel spokes
 - Color: orange, lime

FLOURISH FS 2

features
 - Stylish AluxX Aluminium frame
 - Suspension fork for added comfort
 - Shimano 21-speed shifting
 - Liv Comfort saddle
 - Rear carrier, fenders and kickstand equipped
 - Color: grayish blue

SIMPLE W
EVERY RIDE IS LIKE A MINI VACATION. THE COMFORT AND CLASSIC STYLE OF SIMPLE W CAN BRING A
BEACH VIBE TO EVERYDAY LIFE.

 
SIMPLE SINGLE W

features
 - AluxX Aluminium frame
 - Coaster brake
 - Double-density saddle for added comfort
 - Alloy hubs and rims with stainless steel spokes
 - CST Cruiser tires
 - Color: pale yellow, denim

 
SIMPLE THREE W

features
 - Shimano 3-speed drivetrain
 - Coaster brake
 - Double-density saddle for added comfort
 - CST Cruiser tires
 - Front basket, basket bag, fenders and kickstand
 - Color: white, red

GI - paLE YELLOw ONLY
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I  RIDE FOR SPEED, IN ALL CONDITIONS.

I RIDE FOR ADVENTURE.

I RIDE OFF THE BEATEN PATH.

X-ROAD
step outside the boundaries and expand your riding 
world. The liv x-road series brings the spirit back to 
the journey with bikes that can help you rise to the top 
of the cyclocross podium, explore gravel roads, and get 
lost in the adventure. Whether it’s paved, gravel, or 
even a dirt trail — the liv x-road series tackles whatever 
comes your way.

CYCLOCROSS Brava slr 01 

ADVENTURE  invite comax 01 
invite 01 
rove 01

COMFORT enchant 01 
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BRAVA SLR
features
 - AluxX SLR-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Shimano 105 22-speed drivetrain
 - FSA Omega, 36/46 crankset
 - Giant D-Fuse Composite seatpost
 - TRP Spyre disc brakes
 - Giant S-X2 wheelset w/ 15mm front thru-axle
 - Color: dark blue

 
INVITE COMAX
features
 - CoMax Composite frame with composite fork
 - Shimano Tiagra 20-speed drivetrain
 - Giant Connect XR Ergo-Control handlebar
 - Avid BB7 Road disc brakes with top-bar levers
 - Giant S-X2 wheelset
 - Color: white

   

BRAVA SLR
PAVED ROADS OR DIRT, MUD OR SNOW. IN 
CYCLOCROSS, ANYTHING GOES. TAKE IT ALL IN 
STRIDE WITH THIS RACE-READY ’CROSS BIKE. 

INVITE COMAX
SMOOTH PAVEMENT, GRAVEL OR DIRT. WITH DROP 
BARS AND DISC BRAKES, THE NEW INVITE COMAX 
GIVES YOU UNLIMITED OPTIONS. 



 
INVITE 2
features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame with composite fork
 - Shimano Claris 24-speed shifting
 - Giant Connect XR Ergo-Control handlebar
 - Tektro Lyra disc brakes with top-bar levers
 - Giant CR70 wheelset
 - Color: black

ROVE 1 DISC
features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - SR Suntour NCX D suspension fork with lockout
 - Shimano Deore 30-speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M396 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant P-SLX2 40mm Puncture-Protect tires
 - Color: charcoal

 
ROVE 2 DISC DD
features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - SR Suntour NEX 4610 D suspension fork with lockout
 - Shimano Altus/Acera 27-speed drivetrain
 - Tektro HDC290 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant S-RX4 40mm X-Road tires
 - Color: white

ROVE
MAIN STREET, SIDE STREETS OR FOREST TRAILS. YOUR CHOICES ARE LIMITLESS WITH THE VERSATILE ROVE. 

INVITE
ALWAYS IN CONTROL, CONFIDENT AND RELAXED. HOP ON INVITE FOR A FUN, COMFORTABLE RIDE ON ROADS, 
GRAVEL OR DIRT. 
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ENCHANT
EASYGOING, STYLISH, AND READY TO ROLL. CHOOSE ROADS, PATHS OR DIRT, THE VERSATILE ENCHANT GOES 
WHEREVER YOU WISH. 

ROVE DISC LITE

features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Aluminium rigid fork
 - Shimano Altus/Acera 27-speed drivetrain
 - Tektro HDC290 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant CR70 wheelset
 - Giant S-RX4 40mm X-Road tires
 - Color: silver

 
ROVE 3 DD

features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - SR Suntour NEX 4610 fork with lockout
 - Shimano Tourney/Acera 24-speed drivetrain
 - Alloy linear pull brakes
 - Giant S-RX4 40mm X-Road tires
 - Color: black

 
ENCHANT 1

features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - SR Suntour M3030 fork with lockout
 - Shimano Tourney/Acera 24-speed drivetrain
 - Alloy linear pull brakes
 - Giant GX02 double-wall aluminium rims
 - Color: pearl white, black/purple

 
ENCHANT 2

features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - SR Suntour suspension fork
 - Shimano Tourney 21-speed shifting
 - Alloy linear pull brakes
 - Giant CH17 aluminium rims
 - Color: white/blue, blue



I  RIDE TO TAME EVERY TYPE OF TERRAIN.

I RIDE TO EXPLORE PARKS AND TRAILS.

OFF-ROAD
find solace and freedom when your tires hit the dirt. 
Balance, power and confidence are the elements of the 
perfect off-road bike. The liv off-road series perfects that 
combination and makes the trail your playground. from 
the most challenging and technical singletrack to casual 
trails, there’s a liv bike for your off-road adventure. 

RACE/XC obsess advanced 01 
 lust advanced 01 
 lust 01
TRAIL ENDURO intrigue 01

XC Tempt 01 
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OBSESS ADVANCED 1
features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame
 - RockShox SID RL 100mm fork with OneLoc remote lockout
 - SRAM X01 1x11 speed drivetrain
 - SRAM Guide RS disc brakes
 - Giant XCR 1 Composite WheelSystem
 - Color: white

 
OBSESS ADVANCED 2
features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame
 - Fox Float Performance 100mm fork with remote lockout
 - Shimano SLX/Deore 2x10 speed drivetrain
 - Shimano SLX hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant P-XC2 27.5 wheelset
 - Color: comp

 
OBSESS SLR
features
 - Light-weight AluxX SLR Aluminium frame
 - RockShox 30 Gold 100mm fork with OneLoc remote lockout
 - Shimano SLX/Deore 2x10 speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M355 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant S-XC2 27.5 wheelset
 - Color: purple

OBSESS ADVANCED
IF SPEED AND XC RACING ARE YOUR OBSESSIONS, THIS SINGLETRACK ROCKETSHIP IS YOUR PATH TO THE PODIUM.

OBSESS SLR
THIS SUPER LIGHT ALUMNIUM SINGLETRACK BIKE IS YOUR PERFECT MACHINE TO ELAVATOR YOUR XC RACING TO 
ANOTHER LEVEL.



 
LUST ADVANCED 1

features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame with AluxX SL rear triangle, 100mm Maestro 
suspension
 - RockShox SID RL 100mm fork with OneLoc remote lockout
 - SRAM GX 1x11 speed drivetrain
 - Giant Contact SL Switch dropper seatpost
 - SRAM Guide R hydraulic disc brakes
 - Color: comp/teal

 
LUST 1

features
 - AluxX SL-Grade Aluminium frame with 100mm Maestro suspension
 - Fox Float Performance Elite fork and shock
 - Shimano SLX/XT 2x10 speed drivetrain
 - Shimano Deore hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant P-XC2 27.5 wheelset
 - Color: blue

 
LUST ADVANCED 2

features
 - Advanced-Grade Composite frame with AluxX SL rear triangle, 100mm Maestro 
suspension
 - Fox Float Performance fork and shock
 - Shimano Deore/SLX 2x10 speed drivetrain
 - Shimano 396 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant Contact Composite seatpost
 - Color: blue

 
LUST 2

features
 - AluxX SL-Grade Aluminium frame with 100mm Maestro suspension
 - Fox Float Performance fork and shock
 - Shimano Deore 2x10 speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M396 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant S-XC2 27.5 wheelset
 - Color: black/pink

LUST ADVANCED
FOR THOSE WHO LOVE SINGLETRACK. QUICK, AGILE, SUPER CONFIDENT. FLOAT UP STEEP CLIMBS, CONQUER THE 
DESCENTS. 

LUST
UNLOCK THE SECRET TO XC BLISS: LESS WEIGHT PLUS MORE CONTROL EQUALS MORE CONFIDENCE, SPEED AND 
FUN ON THE TRAIL.
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INTRIGUE 1
features
 - AluxX SL-Grade Aluminium frame with 140mm Maestro suspension
 - Fox Float 34 Performance Elite fork with 140/120mm adjustable travel
 - Fox Float Performance DPS rear shock
 - Shimano Deore/SLX 2x10 speed drivetrain
 - Giant Contact SL Switch dropper seatpost
 - Shimano Deore hydraulic disc brakes
 - Color: black

 
INTRIGUE 2
features
 - AluxX SL-Grade Aluminium frame with 140mm Maestro suspension
 - RockShox Sektor Gold Solo Air 140mm fork
 - RockShox Monarch R rear shock
 - Shimano Deore 2x10 speed drivetrain
 - Giant Contact SL Switch dropper seatpost
 - Shimano M396 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Color: dark blue

TEMPT 1
features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - RockShox 30 Gold TK Solo Air 100mm fork
 - Shimano Deore/XT 2x10 speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M355 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant S-XC2 27.5 wheelset
 - Color: black

INTRIGUE
TAKE YOUR TECHNICAL TRAIL RIDING TO THE NEXT LEVEL. 27.5 WHEELS AND A FRAME BUILT FOR WOMEN WILL 
HELP BOOST YOUR SPEED AND SKILLS. 

TEMPT
GET READY TO HIT THE TRAIL. WITH ITS MADE-FOR-WOMEN FIT AND 27.5 WHEELS, TEMPT GIVES YOU 
CONFIDENCE AND CONTROL. 



 
TEMPT 2
features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - SR Suntour Epixon 100mm fork with lockout
 - Shimano Deore 30-speed drivetrain
 - Tektro HDC-M291 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant CR70 aluminium double-wall rims
 - Color: white

 
TEMPT 4
features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - SR Suntour XCT suspension fork with lockout
 - Shimano Altus/Acera 24-speed shifting
 - Tektro HDC-M291 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant CR70 aluminium double-wall rims
 - Color: white, black

TEMPT 2 LTD
features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - SR Suntour XCR Air 100mm fork with remote lockout
 - Shimano Deore/SLX 30-speed drivetrain
 - Shimano M355 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant CR70 aluminium double-wall rims
 - Color: white

 
TEMPT 3
features
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - SR Suntour XCM 100mm fork with hydraulic lockout
 - Shimano Altus/Alivio 27-speed shifting
 - Tektro HDC-M291 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Giant CR70 aluminium double-wall rims
 - Color: dark green
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Those first experiences on a bike are 
always memorable. We help ensure a 
positive experience by creating high-
quality youth bikes that are designed 
with a purpose. From learner bikes to 
adjustable bikes that can last for years, 
it’s our goal to get them hooked on 
cycling for life. 

iT All 
sTARTs 
HERE.

where do  
you ride?

I ride on streets and bike paths.

I ride on streets and bike paths.

boys on-road 

girls on-road 



I ride street, parks and dirt.

bmx 

I ride dirt paths and park trails.

I ride dirt paths and park trails.

boys off-road 

girls off-road 



 
TCR Espoir 24
fEATuREs
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Shimano Claris 16-speed drivetrain
 - Kids-specific 34/48 compact crankset
 - Kids-specific cockpit including top-bar brake levers
 - Giant aluminium double-wall rims
 - Color: white
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gloss 24
fEATuREs
 - 24” wheel
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Shimano 7-speed drivetrain w/ 
twist shifter
 - Colors: lavender, pink

TCR Espoir 24
PERfoRMANCE foR AsPiRiNg youNg RACERs. QuiCK, EffiCiENT AND EAsy To RiDE, iT’s A suRE WAy To gET youNg RiDERs 
HooKED. 

gloss 24
fuN To RiDE, WiTH A sTylE sHE CAN CAll HER oWN. QuAliTy, CoMfoRT AND CHARM—THAT’s WHAT gloss is All AbouT.

Escape Jr. 24
RiDE iT To sCHool, EXPloRE THE NEigHboRHooD, oR JoiN THE fAMily oN WEEKEND ADvENTuREs. THis QuiCK, vERsATilE biKE is 
DEsigNED To gET youNg RiDERs goiNg.

GEI - bLack ONLY 
Escape Jr 24 
fEATuREs
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Shimano 7-speed drivetrain
 - Alloy linear pull brakes
 - Color: black, white



 
MoTR 24 Disc

fEATuREs
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Shimano 7-speed drivetrain
 - Tektro M300 disc brakes
 - Color: black

MoTR C/b 20

fEATuREs
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Shimano 7-speed drivetrain
 - Tektro M300 disc brtakes
 - Color: black, blue

MoTR 20/24
boys lovE MoToRCyClEs. THE All-NEW MoTR Will KiCKsTART THEiR iMAgiNATioN WiTH iTs ACTioN-PACKED sTylE AND fuN 
fEATuREs THAT ENCouRAgE THEM To RiDE, AND RiDE ofTEN.

 
MoTR f/W 20

fEATuREs
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Shimano 7-speed drivetrain
 - Alloy linear pull/Coaster brakes
 - Color: blue

 
bella 20

fEATuREs
 - 20” wheel
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Alloy linear pull brakes
 - Colors: aqua, white

bella
fREEDoM AND fuN AWAiTs. THis HigH-QuAliTy KiDs’ 
biKEs Will sPARK HER sENsE of ADvENTuRE. 
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This new technology from Giant allows a young rider’s bike to expand as he or she grows 
taller. Simple adjustments in three key areas of the bike let you change its dimensions for the 
right fit. So the bike lasts longer, fits better, and improves stability and balance for riders ranging 
from 95-125cm tall.

gRoW  
TECHNology

1

3

2

1   The frame is designed to extend and lengthen by 90mm.

2  Two pedal positions (120mm and 140mm) let you adjust the fit for 
growing young riders.

3   both saddle and stem height can be adjusted and raised for optimal 
balance and efficiency.

  

Grow Technology is featured in the all-new Amplify and Blossom bikes.

 
HoW iT WoRKs



 
Amplify f/W

fEATuREs
 - 16” wheel
 - Giant Grow Technology frame design
 - Giant Grow technology crankset
 - Giant Grow technology kids saddle
 - Alloy direct pull brakes
 - Training wheels included
 - Color: blue

Amplify C/b

fEATuREs
 - 16” wheel
 - Giant Grow Technology frame design
 - Giant Grow technology crankset
 - Coaster brakes
 - Training wheels included
 - Color: blue

Amplify
A biKE THAT gRoWs. iNNovATivE DEsigN AND QuAliTy CoNsTRuCTioN MAKE A fuN RiDE THAT lAsTs AND lAsTs. 

 
blossom f/W

fEATuREs
 - 16” wheel
 - Giant Grow Technology frame design
 - Giant Grow technology crankset
 - Alloy direct pull brakes
 - Training wheels included
 - Color: purple

blossom C/b

fEATuREs
 - 16” wheel
 - Giant Grow Technology frame design
 - Giant Grow technology crankset
 - Coaster brakes
 - Training wheels included
 - Color: purple

blossom
WHEN A youNg RiDER gRoWs, THis biKE gRoWs WiTH HER. AN iNNovATivE DEsigN AND ColoRs THAT sHE’ll lovE. 
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ages 9-12
height: 130-155cm
24” bicycle

ages 7-9
height: 120-135cm
20” bicycle

120
150 cm

90

Teaching a child to ride a bike requires the right 
method and a perfectly sized bike. With this 
simple system, it’s as easy as 1-2-3.

bAlANCE 
2-4 yEARs olD | 85-105CM TAll
The best way to start out is with a safe  
and simple learn-to-ride balance bike. 

2016 MODELS:
Pre

PEDAl 
3-4 yEARs olD | 90-110CM TAll
Once they’ve mastered the balance bike,  
it’s time to turn some pedals—with the 
support of training wheels at first. 

2016 MODELS: 
Animator 12 (boys), Adore 12 (girls)

RiDE
4-8 yEARs olD | 95-125CM TAll
With balance and pedaling skills perfected, 
they’re now ready to ride without training 
wheels.  

2016 MODELS:
Amplify (boys), Blossom (girls)

1-2-3  
RiDE sysTEM

2

1

3



Animator f/W 16

fEATuREs
 - 16” wheel
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Integrated chain guard
 - Alloy direct pull brakes
 - Training wheels included
 - Color: black/blue, orange

Animator f/W 12

fEATuREs
 - 12” wheel
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Alloy direct pull brakes
 - Giant Easy Balance tires
 - Training wheels included
 - Color: blue, black

Animator C/b 16

fEATuREs
 - 16” wheel
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Integrated chain guard
 - Coaster brake
 - Training wheels included
 - Colors: black/blue, orange

Animator C/b 12

fEATuREs
 - 12” wheel
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Alloy direct pull brakes
 - Giant Easy Balance tires
 - Training wheels included
 - Color: blue, black

Animator 12/16
sTART THEM off RigHT WiTH A sAfE, fuN biKE. EAsy To RiDE, AND builT TougH foR NEigHboRHooD ADvENTuREs.  
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Adore 12/16
you NEvER foRgET youR fiRsT biKE. sHE’ll bE THRillED To gET sTARTED oN THis fuN AND sTAblE lEARNER’s biKE.

 
Adore f/W 16

fEATuREs
 - 16” wheel
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Integrated chain guard
 - Alloy direct pull brakes
 - Training wheels included
 - Color: white, rose pink

Adore C/b 16

fEATuREs
 - 16” wheel
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Integrated chain guard
 - Coaster brake
 - Training wheels included
 - Colors: rose pink, white

 
Adore f/W 12

fEATuREs
 - 12” wheel
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Alloy direct pull brakes
 - Giant Easy Balance tires
 - Training wheels included
 - Color: blue

Adore C/b 12

fEATuREs
 - 12” wheel
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Alloy direct pull brakes
 - Giant Easy Balance tires
 - Training wheels included
 - Color: blue



 
XtC sl Jr 24
fEATuREs
 - 24” wheel
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - SR Suntour XCR Air 65mm suspension fork w/ speedlock
 - Shimano Tourney/Acera 24-speed drivetrain
 - Tektro HDC-M290 hydraulic disc brakes
 - Color: dark blue

 
XtC Jr 1 Disc 24
fEATuREs
 - 24” wheel
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Suspension fork with lockout
 - Shimano Tourney/Altus 21-speed drivetrain
 - Giant DA8 disc brakes
 - Color: orange

 
XtC Jr 1 24
fEATuREs
 - 24” wheel
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Suspension fork with lockout
 - Shimano Tourney/Altus 21-speed drivetrain
 - Alloy linear pull brakes
 - Color: dark blue

XtC sl Jr. 24
big-TiME PERfoRMANCE iN A sMAll PACKAgE. THEy’ll bE TEARiNg uP THE TRAils iN No TiME WiTH THE XTC sl JR.

XtC Jr. 20/24
fRoM NEigHboRHooD PATHs To fAMily off-RoAD RiDEs, XTC JR. gETs THEM sTARTED oN THE TRAil.



 
XTC Jr 24 lite

fEATuREs
 - 24” wheel
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Rigid fork
 - Shimano Tourney 7-speed drivetrain
 - Alloy linear pull brakes
 - Color: blue

 
XtC Jr 2 24 

fEATuREs
 - 24” wheel
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Suspension fork
 - Shimano Tourney 7-speed drivetrain
 - Alloy linear pull brakes
 - Color: blue

 
XtC Jr 20

fEATuREs
 - 20” wheel
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Suspension fork
 - Shimano Tourney 7-speed drivetrain
 - Alloy linear pull brakes
 - Color: white

 
XTC Jr 20 lite 

fEATuREs
 - 20” wheel
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Rigid fork
 - Shimano Tourney 7-speed drivetrain
 - Alloy linear pull brakes
 - Color: green

XtC Jr. 20/24 lite
THE TRAil sTARTs HERE. foR youNg RiDERs WHo ARE READy To HiT THE DiRT, THis fuN off-RoAD biKE is THE PERfECT 
CoMPANioN. 



 
Enchant 1 24
fEATuREs
 - 24” wheel
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Suspension fork with lockout
 - Shimano Tourney/Altus 21-speed drivetrain
 - Alloy linear pull braakes
 - Color: purple

 
Enchant 2 24
fEATuREs
 - 24” wheel
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Suspension fork
 - Shimano Tourney 7-speed drivetrain
 - Alloy linear pull brakes
 - Color: green

 
Enchant 24 lite
fEATuREs
 - 24” wheel
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Shimano Tourney 7-speed drivetrain
 - Alloy linear pull brakes
 - Color: white

ENCHANT 20/24
THE vERsATilE ENCHANT youTH sERiEs goEs WHEREvER WiTH fAMily. iT’s gREAT ENJoyMENT To RiDE WiTH fAMily.
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Enchant 20

fEATuREs
 - 20” wheel
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Suspension fork
 - Shimano Tourney 7-speed drivetrain
 - Alloy linear pull brakes
 - Color: yellow

 
Enchant 20 lite 

fEATuREs
 - 20” wheel
 - AluxX-Grade Aluminium frame
 - Rigid fork
 - Shimano Tourney 7-speed drivetrain
 - Alloy linear pull brakes
 - Color: blue

gfR
TAKE youR sKills To THE NEXT lEvEl WiTH THis PRovEN bMX sTREET RiPPER.

gfR C/b
fEATuREs
 - 20” wheel
 - High-Tensile steel frame and fork
 - 1-Piece steel crankset
 - Kenda K-Rad tires
 - Color: blue

 
gfR f/W
fEATuREs
 - 20” wheel
 - High-Tensile steel frame and fork
 - 1-Piece steel crankset
 - Kenda K-Rad tires
 - Color: white, black

GEI - whItE ONLY



giant-bicycles.com

liv-cycling.com
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